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control of the outer path deviation loop are, as already remarked,

limited by the path/attitude lag# T82 For conventional airplanes, the

augmented aircraft pitch dynamics lead has the some time constant, TO 2 *

(In other words, the lIT in the augmented aircraft pitch dynamics in

I Figure 5 is hr92. Thus the attitude lead and the path lag are the

same quantity, fixed by the same aircraft configuration feature (the

lift curve slope). The undamped natural frequency and damping ratio of

the augmented aircraft pitch dynamics are, in this case, C - to and

*W na W up Consequently, for this conventional aircraft the pitch and

path dynamics are predominantly dependent on these three variablesT

ý.,and *ys,, which in turn depend on the lift curve slope, the weather-

cock stability, and the pitch damping.

The variation of the Aircraft short-period characteristics as static
stability is reduced can easily be studied using a root locus approach*

~/f~: The idea is to examine root plots, such as Figure So, aa 1'. is varied.

-P This is done by plotting the short-period roots for a number of given

1 ~values of M.~, and then connecting the roots to form a locus.

The short-period characteristic function is given approximately by:

ZW (.~ (a- No

When the static stability is zero, i.e., the e.g. is at the neutral

point and ! -0, the short-period characteristic function reduces to

(a -Z)(a H) These roots are used as starting points for the
V q

†~ Ilocus. noa effects of Novariation on the hort period are shoun ow

root ind corresponding step fuaction control input tibe response plots

in Figure 10.

*. .- ~ . ~Figure 10a illustrate& the root variation as is permitted to

becom~ aore negative (e.g., cogs iocreawtvgly movad furtber forward ot

the neutral point). The short-period changes f toon the two roots (Z. and

~ ~ 14q at B to a rendezvous point at (Zw, + Weq2  anW then break 4avy to

T1-4178-1 2
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from the phugoid, 4pproach each other, rendezvous, and become a quAd-

TY 2,I ratic pair. As the static stability in further decreased. this pair

4approaches the classical two-degree-of-freedom phugoid mode wherein

W V&z1 /J i /g/U. Iin this classic phugoid (Reference 22) the

/ ,1angle of attack is fixed while airspeed and pitch attitude oscillate,

interchanging potential and kinetic energy, damped only by drag. Thue,

the actual divergence in the three-degree-of-freedom case does not stem

/from the short period. but rather from the phugoid. The important point

to be noted is that stability is just neutral in the three-degree-of-

freedom motions when the static margin is reduced to zeret. Use of the

short-period approxim~ation indicates neutral Ptability Alen the ~Sneuver

Smargin is zero. (In All of this discussiont, the ptlcihing womt.t r~hange

due to speed change, Hu, is assumed to be znro, so that Ptatic stabolity

C' ~is governed entirely by L)

IAnother interesting perspe.-tive about tha short-period response titm

be gaIned using Vie perk q/q0s versus IT pcvordta~tes of Figure 9

as a backdrop for vari*ati~r in stability. In principle it naight seeet

.~' (that almo;ýt any r-sponse io available (i~e., sp'y potat within the

0( (1 spece of ?I~vure 9 .=ould be re,ýhed) if one only designa and4

bstite-3the aircraft configur&etion properly. This "aV pArtly true it1
tht ny Teied ah~-pariod damping rat'lot CapCA be achieved uaiae a

... A.~ .- phh damipiing Quentor- But becewuae the pasth/attitude agis a Siven

f. or a partirular wir4 confitur~tioa, the adiuatmenL o~f cq. (and hepnca

of ?1cea leed only to a tightly co-lýstra-lneA oat of dynamic etson'.t

~ Ths i~e~in~ula FI~u&ý . ý4hr,~ Ganaric !SS aircir"At in

trutaed Tile curve sh~ow iAat to attal-neble it~ termsate ovairoho~t dip..

S-In& roto etc For lia~nt it Indlceats that very larp static

.~...........re~as fire aceLponied by largo ovowshooto induced by both th-0 I4

-and lI/To -os w preado This to to be kpectei ~Am total ahar-p-riod

Weve foirwr (*ee Pluum 1Ua). AG qt.tlic sablity toead-d du* E-

~ ~ * d~ru it1S tte e.S' j -ft - 0A. pi ch uta4 a4 vol4?iehoot

da tOaeSO ond the iýUl raLo tike h u*d~*tI

........ ......
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A major distinction can also be made between the superaugmented and

conventional aircraft with reference to the aerodynamic characteristics

~ -~which underlie their responses. For the conventional aircraft, even in

the short period, the stability derivatives Zw I4q, and M. together with

their variations with flight condition, are major governing parameters.

When the complete three-degree--of -freedom airplane characteristics are

also taken into account, several more derivatives become important

(eog., Zug Mu, )(w etc.). On the other hand, to the extent that the

F augmentation system can be made to approach the superaugmented charac-

teristics, the aerodynamic parameters of importance reduce to the sur-

face effectiveness, M43. Potential variations in other derivatives must,

of course, be assessed in the design process to assure that no possible

variation could upset this applecart, but in actual system operation the

Iprimary sensitivity and variations of interest are those of 1i.In some

I ways, this sparsity of airplane-characteristic-dependence for aircraft

which approach the superaugmented state offers a major advantage. The

system which provides superaugmentation will itself be complex in that

it is multiply redundanto yet the properties of any sin8le channel of

1 the multiple redundant system are extremely simple, straightforward, and

sennitive to only a very few parameters. Thus, the concept of a

"simplex" multiple redundant augmentor has soma appeal and bears further

z consideration.

Finally, the ultimate comparison of the conventional and siuperaug-

mented vehicles is connected with the closed-loop precision path control

flyinq quality aspects. Referring to Figure S, we can now indicate %Ay

the augmented aircraft pitch dynamicsa block was not made %ore specific

in terms of the subscripts for the quantities In the trnanser function

incorporated there. The attitude load is not w nolonger T8  biut the

control ayateam lead TO, while the untdamped Usttwea1 frequency and daopiqj

'N}~.tNO ~" aratio are unrolateid to those of thA COnv(ACMo001 shurt perft4 The

the augmented aircraft pitch attitude dytimoics ave potentially funds-

4 j mentally different then those of a conventionally Wau~weatid Sivr~aft.

Rot the least important of these differentces is the rep "ceat, othe

lead by Tq for now the attitude load is no ths "soa as Cho patb)
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EXECUTIVE SUMOMY

Considerable attention has been given reenutly to the use of certaft advanced air-'
~ craft configurations and flight control desipis and the iuplemantatiau of MeW system

cou1fspts in order to improve or optimise aircraft designs, fliaht dwaacteristics,
performance, sad efficiency. Utilization of these urn. aircraft mad system comcepte
to achieve these desired goals usually requires coneiderattom of benfictal diseiga
factors (such as aft center of gravity and smaller sised iail-pluies and empemsps)
that tend to cause poorer aircraft flying qualities characteriatica for certoft
m~odes of f light. Therefore, for sany new generattoo alfcraft. it will bo nesasryu
to provide various tiers of stability and conatrol aupentation. to optimize thai
designs as wall a3 compensate for potential problem associated with flying qualti-
ties isafety requirements for failed-state con"'itions. The'trend of u8i1" highly
augmented flight systemw is well established and indeed, in the recant ~iASA spon-
sored study f or Energy Efficient Transports, the Boeing, Dougisa, and Lockheed air-
craft coupanies all recommend highly augamtedn airp lanes for their propoead dasigns.

I V In the present study, the flying qualities of highly augmented aircraft are examloed
in the context of the current Federal Aviation Regulations (TAR) and supporting
Engineering Flight Test Guidos to determine if they require modification wd' br
updating. Also, attention is directed toward the deterviutation of the dataeand
irtformatimx needed to adequately and efficiently assess the flying qualities air-
worthiuoss of highly augmented aircraft and systems to ensure that they seait the

- - minimau requirements for a level of safety.

7 1 First, it must be clearly undarstood that the cun-ant flying qualities related FAR
are basad emsantially on classical stability and control of ~mauawastod aircraft.
Therefore, it va~s necessary to dotermine what specific differonces Orltst betvwee the

k flying qiualitioa of classical unaugmented aircraft adthe highily auomatod (or
super augmanted) aircraft being proposed for greater parfor Auca gu fuel. eficincY.
It ha. beta the purpose of this study to uv"k sueh dtoxiA"tioas aad ui~lft-n of
pertinent agency documnts. *The revults of the study alce pseo4atecd 1. to voliu
volume I contains a detailed review of the assesmaats as Aefinaw 1A the PAR Mnd
Engineering Fl~ight Test Guides. Volum~ 11 contains ai more detailed techaical "*IV,'
siei of highly augmentad w.4 super aufpanted aircraft to Orovd anltcle ort
for Volumle 1. The o,ýphania is an tha loogitudiual Axi ins k~ping wli . the desire
to provide fuel efficiency via relaxad atatic stability. Uoievar am* cocsliMr-
tions of tha later&.1 and directional axes ha"e also bee revieue4A,

The difficulty in changing established resaulatianw he* bt~ex an yaeidfts cauIdOTO
~~,,. don, u~d suggestions to itodify a xsigFRerw.dA lywmnnateate

could be identified, In nearly all ca~ea, tba *Mdaeift VAX haw. heaW Eoud to be
adequate vith the important proviso that detailed 1. oarptvtatift-w and f light test
procedures can be developed for inclusica in the ou wtIng M~inaerla TU421t Test
Guide. Hwver,~ it appears that th* curren waetso h igwoi~F t "te~

/ ... ~ Guide do not provide adequate gul&Ance to support the fly~ig qu&Aliie 4iiotbin-W.W&
assesetint of highly au~zjinted alrcraft and 6ilrqies fiai uifctis

adupdating. In fact, many Important suctions iu the Engineering V 'res Tt Gulde
ara blank or missing =Wd listed simply as "Raaorved.w

Specific areas of iuterest or pw-iible activities "Omdd to aid ft Wredin2 the
SPertinent docusants are detaileei. Brief Conanto on sow cf thee. trea am: A

4 ~ synopsis of FAA pert inat data and W- %sat ica take hom aplicabi. porti*ms of
- flight test and aimulatic st 4io as atccxqlIshod by IMMO, DOW LU the foem of

.......



reports and handbooks; e.g., MIL-F-8785C), should be culled and portions Included
inthe FMA Enineering Flight Tent Guider In a f ormat that is readliy usable to the

V .*iagency and certification tean ambens In the flying qualities aivwortbinoaeesusess-
~ V went process for mininma requirements for a level of safety. Specific piloting

task$ should be defined f or evaluatiod of critical aspects of certain features of
highly auganuted aircraft. Issues related to 'loog-tert" dynamic stabi lity require-
wants need to be fully and efficiently addressed. The Idiosyncrasies of specific
augmentation schemes should be discussed In cos detail so FMA flight test engineers
a~nd taen pfl*oas can fully and efficiently evaluate such uystaa For example, both

t. /&t:. I active and passive augmancation sohess should be covered reaging free dwamprings
; and bobvett-ts all the way to highly redundant full-authority high-gain fly-by-wire

..... . I systems. All aspects of augmentation system failures should be considered. For
*example, the Enginear--4nQ Flight Test Guide shotid contain a clear Interpretation of

I vat ocsitues~"no-essential," "esrsential," and "criticl flight ctrol fune-
tions. In addition, the effects of failure translante and critical conditions for
failures should be spelled out in detal.

I Currently, the minimum requireaints for a level of safety are defined by several
' key phrasts scattered throughout the FAR. For ezamplel, "without exceptional piloting

* kill, alertness, (attention) or strength" is the phrase used to distinguish between
what is and what is not an acetbelvlof safety In some paragraphs. A mor

9 agency use by the FMA flight test pilots and ensineers as on additional aid In dater-
mining more precisely what constitutes PA*3S/VAIh rating and compli-wce 'with "key-

S..'-.phrase" use for the evaluation of flying qualitiesk aaiata requirements for a level.
S .I of safety. To this and, Voltas I suoggsts that the vallekncim and widely used

Cooper-lanrpo Rativg Scale be note tonrally uttliced, in truncated fo-cra, in the
I ~~flying qualft ten apraisal proc..nw. That in, the Cooper-Usrpr *"ltint" columa, the
V ~Aircraft (haracearinica columa, snd Uhraanda on the Pilot NVoAload) colui aa w
I idneicýally retained but the block diagraAasctwatlcs for A~equacy. for salecedTs

... js 'b.-' exie *& aVPASSYAIL Judsnew colixw (deizined =Ad calibrated
~"Y r)specifically for FAA SPpCLcOFx) has be~n juntapcn-d with the fattieir 1O.*point

A ~~FU ed flight teM guides. This truncated version uf the Coo~per-tarper Vlyin$
.~''"~ss,-~ oj ualtits racir4 eysvoa is offered hare V., !sdiuco a*-fay application difficulties

and ocheor past rating coplealcy tii~ues. It pmra t daes anInitial rationale with aI mot* solid dats foundaitom that should aid greatcW in structuring all air-vorthin~ss
.,.. .PASS/VAIL apraisals. Also, u*se of this type of rain scl so ld eimiate or at

c~ mitigatea *jectiou by a"e applicants related to relative rating cocwrtsona

of4M"o tctt)ofarratatt.o AApodcs

"I iePe"Vx~lW ai fw 4fi I"arri yf

*ultt M1.e i~oa vta fut~
"- al* 416V4Pl
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A ra elo teto e eenl enSvnt h ahHoi
ca asadmaso mrvn icrftuyo esc n efo

Adgrelomet dfeal ofatntroion hsrcently whih n bie ue n tohonjuncoiin

with aircraf t conf igurstion t~iloring to achieve a *ore ef ficient system

Iproduct. Conservative vetsiona of modern multiple fail operational

flight control, &as xeaplified by the Space Shuttle and now fighters
coming into the inventory, provide the capability for major weight and

volume reductions and performance enhsancments in the priaaiiy f light

control sysam. elements and for optisizatioii of the basic airfram for

performance properties tuch to byv drag, longer fatigus life, etc. The
new control technology permits this to be accoupliahed without sows of

~~ the traditional penaltios iu~eed by stability andt control or flying

~ (quality requirements. Inased, the new flight coatrol tsehnology can
redress stability and control imbalancea which *orllot would have boom

considered to be exceavive, while at the ~aaties provide flYin3-

quality -ha 1racteristica %hich border on tha absolute opttvu*.

Because of these technological trentdo, it Iste mrtoat to review

whether the existing Fedoral Aviation Ragulations (l'AR's) and their

associated flight test guide* aer still pertiatnt to colpe 01th poteatia,

edvenred aystanat in order to do this, ttha char-act-aristlcs of rtpre-

* a~entative advanced mystsea need to be coaitrad with thoa.4 of wi'atietn
conventional. aircraf t to dsttruaiue wbeehat a pracedure batiod ca

*tionary, by analogy, extoastaous of exidtit* kn lee sad appro-ache4 to
suf ficlent to Cope with the fumtr r ~ ss u4inle&&e

way b& requirxed Accartdiagly, tbo pribar putp~a of thie atuo~ to to

charsetoriti~ts~ end &asoCiad s4eVacsd M ~ -owt-0 9"a tw-
oa flying qusltittao tv% eanaale Wt w%.tb a. f~u an a~inrat ~evvu by

* iart 25 of th- 7FARA. bi tWo rqo~rt, 0h. a ~asis i 5* a data4V-A t1AN

A-V wI- 7-
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~ relative similarities and differences between heavily augmented and con-

~,. Iventional aircraft. A number of important distinctions have been found

and are described and explained here. Unfortunately, wahile distinctions

have been drawn and issues developed, the existing data base from analy-
I sia, simulation and flight is insufficient to resolve some of the key

questions. In this sonse, this report can aerve only as an introduction

to a future agenda.

~ j The approach we have taken is initially to review (in Section II)

the growth of stability augmentation and its potential for taking care

/of aircraft dynamic deficiencies which may be incidental to aircraft

* configuration tailoring for energy efficioncy. This amounts to an out-

line of incentives for heavy augmentation* i.e., for full authority,

mu~ltiple redundant conmand augaeutation systema. With such systema, the

consequences of failure denand inajor r~toutiou as an integral part of

the system evolution and operation.

We next (Section 111) addroars the flying qualities and dy-namic-3 of

relaxed static stability aircraft. Flyina- qualizits stre first divided

into different catagovies of voutrol functions neadeaI to con#-at fiisht

Ioperations, *ad associatod lievtla of pilot involvo~mut. Tha pote-ntial

J expaosion of operating~ conditions defined by too FA~ to include coaftg-

n"I urations associated with fmability at&usmntation syetan (SAS) failures

p and stlo"ble SAS--eff aircraft dyn~mics folloge* Attention iu than

focuped on high werkloa4 pilot/4ireraft control operationa &ae tha can-
tra isu ncft-~ae flying qualitieo. With this orientationi

precisioe path co~ntrol is put forth as O~A key control took to explore

tLe effacto of twavy sugwntatioa 00 clos~cd-loop piue.t/aircraft wyetom

V f lyit uaites

With procit.o4o path control as the focal poftit, t.Zi dyuaaic tehrac-

tertatics of a couv~uto*4&l uirc-r'~ft ara thou devwoloed .&W described.
~~ t Th.Ug sir t460 CO"Cf.td with thO Si~i~ler dy4WAUM~ 04 ralatad St~tiC

atability air-creft whaich to funbsx, itluotrt~std uaiog speciffc .*azplea

beetd on a set of Ste~ric MS irwaftrt thaceetristits (Peovi4dedi

2C



k The dynamics of the rein~ed static stability aircraft 4ecome more
unfavorable the greater the "relaxation", The greatest anergy eff ja
cienry arid performanc, benefits are gained whec the. static stability can

sometimes be *omnevbat unstable and it is In these cites that heoavy stir

kt/2 ~mentation is required. Partial benefits cao, of course, be obtained

t71172 ~~with reinxed static satbility at a level Uhri te a drrf-aosi

still statically stable, but these conditions do not r~quire full

authority, heavy augeentatton. Tocorrect ah ircraft-aiotta stability

deficiencies, a wasber of augmentation schemes ar-e poasible. These are

deacribed, and then s~particular type of system ts put forth as an ezaaw-

pie. The characteristics of the airc raft /augia~nta tton system era thean

-developed and contrasted with thorne of thia conventional aircraft. The

~>Ac <~diseuasion abows that a properly doOIgIIQd augisantor can result in atin-

tueresponse characteristics which are identical in form to thsen of

parmotrs hih gv--v tioresponse r ntvl differeu nt tei

orign a, my be sgniicatlydifferent interqusartitatavevaus

This feature of heavily augeacted aircraft bririss new flying quality

V consideretions0 to thV tore.

h the next sectionl (IV) starts vith a sumacy of the fundntetl fly-

tnqg quality differenceas betveoc heavily eugasoted and conventionC. air-
craft. It then ezplorea cha~se di.' % reneez for thair conaqusce~e vioa.td

f in the light of esiselag data. Aui exemplary set otT response bouadaries

for RSS aircraft are used in thisi exploratioo as a HStfwww brAkd-rop

'-~.'.. ~~A* ~for Coepartn~ porciontu Counvooional and highly sugusOted system dasta.

The examtpla heav& eugasneed US& aitrcraft taed as our cU4y eaSel

I happcje to fit Veil Vithin there- erteplry framewOrk, Pas 6o 4o8A date
for cotw~entional aircraft. Innisreecingly enough, ntis coevoauioual data

r C which fell within the frasawork art for aft'vraft %dth %vey sacgil fly

inmg quality Cu~racterienice. on t", other hU1nd, data for uothr cocvnf-

tiorial aircraft VNietk 44 paeanbs good Cly~i± quaities docnfll

-ain i the eixaWlary boona~rtee. fte intdrpv~zati*e oa aZe is t~tat

*4s% , riteria which way a'pply a nasoaabla bnisos an htsbW -auinctod eWt-
craft are not asu (ttoter to tat tue a good convatiasal aizPUae. Than,

"".'' ' V



. by analogy, the highly augmented airplane, which does fly within its

I strawuan bounds, may have flying qualitisa: i4ich are unfavorable. On

C the other hand, the differeace in characterletics between hIghly augauen-

ted and conventional aircraft say be respo"ible for the disparity.

s That this is a likely possibility is given eredeace by a datum whic1

approaches the idealized heavily aug•mnted cGnditiou (called superaug-

_ nnted herein). For this particular simulated aircraft, the flying

i; qualities were rated as high as a 1 by one pilot.

Other differences between heavily augmented and conventional air-

craft are then explored. These include the pilot stlet force variation
I w-ith speed and many of the side effects of a particular mechanization on

the flying qualities of heavily augmented aircraft. These latter points

stem from the peculiarities of particular sensora or flight control aye-

tem architectures. Finally, the consequences of iaeresaed time lags

introduced by the control syste-s is addreaeed an a general issue asro-

tiered with heavily augwented aircraft.

The final section (V) presents a sunsry o€ concluatona, and an

appendix docusoitl the gere.ic RSS transport aircraft dyunica used in
the study.

o. "
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Since the timediate past4.swld War i1 period, stability augmentation

~.has of fered a standard meane to inprove the flying qualities of piloted

ai~rcraft. Augmeators motlfy the effet~tive dynamics of the aircraft

exhibited to the pilot. They operate In series with the pilot's9 inputs

so that tile pilot 29 unaware that an autouatic system Is involved.

* T1hus, with~in the ran&* of the *ugmentor's control authority$ the eff ec-

tive aircraft dymoazies can tz adjusted over vory wide rangets to best fit

the pilot'o A .Aida and deeitos.

~r~& : ?;.t.of Lhi series inotallation, safety in the event of augumntor

failure has alwasv been a ceutral issue.* With Aingle-thread augmentore,

restrictod authority to thie only answer. This authority Mgat be suffi-

viently 12.mited to permit saite recovery by the pilot In the event of

ue sfel flabl. Asa pactcalmatter single-'thread systems are

the duteh roll mode, "u,-,uver load control-, bleaded DLC, atc). For most
present-4ay transport alerraft those ar& the major ns*@ of stability

augm~entation. In aluost all cavos. aircraft deoitU@&O have attesptad to
make thbe eica L aafey flyable~ with @taibilltyv auvti tiae1 4:f zo as

r4 . .to avoid makius the WAVAmettf a aftsatch ittau.

If a desire foir othc-r than siapLVI damiode functions or small lift

- changes *nri805, * larger ptuportion of total control surface authority
ic i~quiLed for the ausgauteton* Huitorically, this has proees4&d In
several stsips (Reference I). laitiallyr, ths safoty JU tile W.,,ot of a
hod-04ar was Improved k7 ;Uslag dual chaunnle %Vith the setuastove fum.4n

Itheir ferc~s at a commou point. In tha event of a hard-ovar fail~ur lu

~ ~ TR-1178-15
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owe channel, the otiaer w~ould thew. -resitst and counter, and the eyetem

would be "fail-soft" rethE&.z twan hiard-over. Thus, no untoward soment ia

hPolied to the airct-aft, atthough the dynamics after failure are those

of tiie aircraft alone. Then, in the most etabovate modern systeas, such

as those on the F-16, V-18~, and Space Shuttle, the aulmentor is multiply
redundant, with either three or four largely independent channels.

These systeus are of very high integrity and aer typically ~arranged to

be multiple fail-operative. Emsentlialy, any imaginable aircraft-aiwas

stab.'i~ty deficiency can be corrected with such full-authority systems,

as long as sufficient control power is available.

While such extensive multiple redundant$ fly-by--tire (or fly-by-

light) systems are ctsrrently part of many high-pcrformance r-ircraft,

~, , they have yet to find a role in transports as full-time operating sys-

tems. Of course, f afl.-operational capability Cor relatively ohort-time
taska, such as autolend, is commonplare (e.g.,~ the Triceent has nade more

than 50,000 in-servi~e autcamatic l~adings, see Reference 2). But, these

systems are automatic flight controls (n3-ually installed in parallel and.

moving the controls in lieu Mf the pilot) rather than augmentation aye-ý

tems, part-time rather than full-time, and a'-ways optional.

~ ~ IAlthough the stability problems of supersonic transports have led to

considerations of uultitple-redundent augmentation ayetems, such as the

four indepent~ent channel hardened stability augmentation system (HSAS)

Consoidered for the US SSTf (References 3 and 4), for subsonic transports

aircraft designers hsve been able to get by with nothing more elaborate

trian dual-chaunel, dampers. In the main, these j-ystems improve dampinh,

~ fatigue life, ride qualities, and pilot workload. They have been non-

flight-critical in that complate loss of function would reault in

increased cemw workload but not in &ny hagaurd to continuous "ago flight.

Andg, most importcnt to some of the conaiderationo to be developed herm,

he cIvoe4Au~jIca of the augmented aircraft can be described as4 cnvtjeni~ for both attitude and path control functions. Co -

~ quently, for these type of aircraft, the FAis related to 9$.yiu&- quaIl
ties are just au appropriate for stability augianted alvctatt that

~.behave conventionally as for conventional aircraft with no augmentation.

TR-1 178-1 6
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Tbtm prinsry edditlosal cotnuciositrodgced by the presence of ag-

auntatiss aze eaaceiated with Cailura poeftbli~ttso nod rocovew7 avA

Costilmad mInety of 9112 after failure. U doe context of the "Ia
this basically szons #A ewquaalo of lahe av~er of flitbt tacs*. to be
coasiderad - tasks akin to the"se aeded for proper aseem fsde

englae-out covditions ion li-Mn aireraf es

The ling-term status quo %&ervis st~a,6lity Augmentation has been

desirable and cost-effective but nonethelas a non-ilight-critIcal fee-

ture may be nearing an end. The progress of techanology for multiple-
redundant foil-operational aystems and experlence tn many operational

aircafthey bee acompnied by major expansiont in the activities

which can be accomplished by flight control. Thoea Include a cornucopia

Vof functions intended to permit extensions In performance envelopes@
longitudinal and lateral stability enhancement, span load modification,

elastic mode suppression, ride smoothing, flutter prevention, etc.

These have been studied, and to soms extent applied, over the last

decade and Qr* grouped under the general heading of active control tech-

nology (References 2, 5-9). Military and space applications have of

course led the way, although the National Aeronautics, end Space Adziui-

stration aud the transport aircraft manufacturers kav. devoted consider-

able effort to commercial transport applicationso primarily in an
attempt to reduce direct opera~Aiy. costs viA fuel savings (**go, Refer-

FO-Ptences 10-12). Thia thrust towera enorgy-efficiest operations has
focused on drag reduction and L/1) improvtasnt. Swo of the aircraft

longitudinal configuratiou characteristics directly esoociated with
stability and control which cea o Cefet thes benef its aer typifieod In
FIgure Is* Such features as coduted tall asom can also have an Impact oa

$~4 -haaealpoetis coal iguration charectieristics listed have

Irv aerodyusmic and structure.. eapects. Prsmaate and tcrim drag raduc-
~~~ ~~~ ~tiona are predominantly serody'amie 9  hra I r.c~tadlf

__diUtribution oapzustman involve structunai festW an w56 F"u

Instance, the increaved aspftt catio in achieved with 9pitexastUy t.o&*

TR-1178-1 7



added structural weight than would nonrmlly ba requiread by rasortiug td

active control for wing load alleviation. Weight s~viug thus add to

the aerodynamic improveawet as an additional bosaffit,

Parasite drag -reduced tail size

Trim drag - iaduced tail download and trimeing
surface (s) deflection

-Induced drag - mere positive tail lift for given
total trisvd lift coefficient

MIore elliptical lift distribution -active control
on wing

jJI~LLD, I grovgpett

Increased aspect ratio - active control on wing to
reduce wing root bending momient

figure 1. Some Aircraft Configuration Characteristics
Associated with Improvements in

Energy Efficiency

While these aircraft configuration characteristics provide fuel

~ ~'' .efficiency payoffis, there are coatrol system "costs" Incurred. The

first is the used f or a new coatral sovte. to provide the active colitrol
features on tk: wing* The mcooed ite en extension in function and kcon-

trol autt~rity of the J4onitudinal stability sugmentor to redrass the

stability and c(ýtrol deficienciea caused by configuration talilorin Cov

drag reduettou n the active controls on the wia&.

Wiale all of the longitudinal stability charoateristics are affectod

to so" e"teut b7 the coaftguration charactewietica. the major iw~eet of4

Tft-1176-1
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the Figure I trends to a* the lotaitudinal iieathiearck tendency (short-

periid sautic stability) and Owe pitch Gasping. Tha principal aetody-
namic stability derivatives governing those responese pr~operttes are the

I pitching acceleration due to *agll* of attacks %~ (Ca tn -caefficient
form) and the pitching acceleration due to rate of pitch, Rq (Cmq as &
coefficient). The pitch~ dampift torm 1%$ to reduced by the reduced

tail size and by any reductigm In effoetiwe tail length. This damping
reductiou could easily be countered by a restricted authority pitch

damper. The more profound affect is on usathereock stability, Va, *hich

governs the static stability of the airplane. for trim drag reduction

alone, the static stability would be made essentially neutral. but the

wing loadi alleviation and other active coatrol features can provide an

additional destabilizing Increment. Thus,, the effective N. can reflect
froot essentially neutral to unstable static margins. The rectification

of thece stability and control deficiencies and the provision of ade-

quate flying qualities can no longer be accomplished by a limited

authority damper, but now will require a webh higher authority augnefita-
tion system. Thus, a sultiple-redundant cooand augmentation sysem is

J~ I ~indicetedo
P

&- sty IC. VAIULM IZWLI

I ~The actual aircraft perforamane inprovements available by applies-
/if~ Ttion of integrated Gctive controls including high-authority augmentation

of the longitudinal characteristics are highly configuratiou.-specific.

Yet extensive studies havo shown significant gmlas, especially with air-
craft initially designed with all these features In alnd. The studies

to date (e.g., References 7, 9-13) irdicate that those applications of
7.. active control technology that yield the greatest bensfits Vill gen-

orally opera-te coatinuously and typically ar* asa*wtioA in at least come

f light regimes. For safety of flight coaaiderotiona the criticality
~K4.A levels ('"eirplans functions" In FAA teruliology) can be defined a@ UAL-

cated In F'igure 2. Reliability objectives tn tsts of frequaey' of
~ .~ ~occurcence of

y Xr7-
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LEVEL DIIINITIOK P1LStS"K

Won-69s4intial Functions which could 6ot sig.- Probable
nit icantly degrade the capability ' 04,
of the airplane or the ability of

1~ th flight crew to' tope with
adverse. oreatift conditions if

Iaccomplished Improperly or loat.
Failure conditions which result
Iin improptr accomplisbatent or
loos of non-essential functions
say be probable.

Essential Functions which would reduce tho Improbable
capability of the airplane or the C 0-
ability of the f light erew to
cope with adverse operating con- 10-9
ditions if accomplished iaprop-
anly or lost* Failure conditions

I which result in Improper ancomp-
lishment or lose of ess(Antial
functions must be Improbable.

Critical Functions which would prevent the Extre,,ly
continued safe flight and landing Imp rcobalo
of the airplane if not properly < 10-9
accomplished. Failure conditions
wahich result in Improper accomp-/ lishamet or loss of criticol
functions mist be extremely
improbablo.

/ Figure 2. Flight Criticality Levels

%

failures per hour of f light time may be correlated an shown In ZVigure 2
* through the requiremmet. of Section 25.1309 of the FAR. Rottee that the

reliability for a "critica~l" system to tantanount to no failure# wilthin

the lifetime of &a aircraft fleet. Thene are Wn Outbasiet flight control
syoeeswhich have artually exhi bited or have boas reallatleally

designed to this level of reliability, so suguAn'ttIou systems which -ar*
( critical my seen to be premature. Oa the other band, aystem %hich

TR-1178-1
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operate at the emntiai ).vj, *.tre crew getiou can oiffset had
Imposed by fiait~ae. at.-006 *altl q4ile As £ ptactical mattoro

jaugmentore mAich ere comotreiaed to be no more thea eseautial ty"o vill

"wagoe a 11mit an the d%ree ad Static lastability pontmtted an the air-.

faiureof t'saugmentation amd retain safe control of the aircraft

through tslimphbses tbbteafter ta 80t fthe Instability.

In eumuarys the type of longitudlual stability aumenutaton needed
to take full advantage of potential energy efficiency improvement will
require large control authority and will operats full turn. Iauce it
will be essential izn nature. The aircraf t without aupmutation will t.u

many flight conditions be wastable or nearly so. According~yp the mmt-

bility augmentation system vIll be at least tail-operational tot tow

f irst failure and any require &L even higher degree of Integrity If
anximum perforomeue benefits are to accrue from the configuration
design. V& refor to herein, to the totality of these features as t

auamenttion to distinguish it from the more usual liaited authority*

~~4t dual or single threoi lift iscramenting or daqwer-type systems.

Z-;t
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"Flying qualities" are thoe" properties of an afrcraft wiich *nter-

operation,* depends predominantly on the stability and reepons. to die-

turbances, of the effective aircraft, i.e., the airplane dynamics as

modified by the stability augmentation system* These properties are

particularly important for ride qualities in permittinS the crew to per-
formi functions other than control. The second function, trim manage-

4 .~ wit, involves the pilot and effective airplane interactively, but only

on a neoarly static basis. Pilot involvement to highly intermittent atd
just sufficient to modify, adjust, and establish a condition of equilib..I ~rium klight. The effeactive aircraft characteristic* of greatest impor-

tance In trio wanagesont are the steady-state or very-low-f roqwancy
4 ~dynanice of the aircraft plus auipwntation system. lVinallyo, in tontiun-

ous operation, the pilot is participating aspart of a closed-loop,

pilot/vehicle systea in changing tha aircraft flight path (eaneuvsrins)
. .. or maintaininig a desired flight path in the presence of disturbances

(regu~lation). The *ffe~titv aircraft dyVaUicO iUVOlvtd i0 continuous

I ~control are all of the rigid-Wod modes of the heavily augvante4 air-
craft, as well as so"' higher-frequawcy filteriva, delay, aud flexible

., -code dyn~.ics. In other wrds, the clo"Aa-loop pilot/vehicle aystas

I ~control functionaszeorcisa all of the heavily AUaiS"ted aircraft
dyuaialcs present vithia the total bandwidtth over vibch dhe pilot can

r exert coattol.

.12
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44 Figure 3l. Control Functions In Plight

K1 1 .. -Operations

I ~In the context of the FMe~ the control functions of Figure 3 are

/ exercised wider any probable set of operating condition sand aircraft

coafltgurattons (includivng failures and emergencies) through the five

- - .. -flight phases of:*

STakeoff

I 0 Climb

P Lvel flight

1 * LscAinc/go stood

j IThe FUIrk ininaece Wreqir that the control fnactioue be eccosplilahed
j without daxeger In all thae. ph&ses ant without reqvirairi Oexmeptionsl

K I apiloting shill, aiertae, or streogtt.0 AlthoAg-h thA Fl are largely

~ ~ Iqualitative, In the flidl itelyflt there isea basic "%uantiiicacti& of71Ktlthe aircraft f~lying qualities delivared by tha FM" twat pilot, cadre *a a
goino-S atesacaa of tho level of skill. acItactioe (eltrtneois). QQd

stretgth required Is part evsis requlire ttasks For heavily evesomt*d
S*2rc'raft with fully .enttvo aucm~tstto. nobl basasae"at say be the

sam@ in frScIple~ to tto"ooe uwcted *theat ecweaziea alrcistt. Saw-
46 w ther -ChAMt 99 US~ as 1 W vii nOQ heaist sate i eCfaccO iVe arrftf
dyneicsr for heaily aupmnce vehicles uhich dif r 1A "id sad digree

~~ k ffram those of coanauss"s WAerft Thn4AfSC ty
saetly affect th i~lot'se~csa~at. A1 Ujo6VPdra e6t thie rtflvtia

~. ½ft4LO xos sW ad describe then ditferwmee.
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~-The presence of heavy augmenitation can have another major impact on

f lying qualities whlen all probable operating conditions and couf igura-

tions are taken into account.* The stability au~mentation of a heavily

~~r augmented aircraft vi1l1 often be operating at the essential level

wherein complete loes of the augmentation function can result ina

I ~potentiol hazard to safe flight which can be averted by. appropriate

flight crew action. In asoeeaang the flight safety of such systems, the

spectrum of SAS failure possibilities must be carefully delineated and

examined for all flight phasesi. From such an xauasntion the most

critical condition(s) can then be defined as test configurations just as

engine-'3ut conditions are currently defined.

The myr~iad failure possibilities of sultiple-roduadant stability
-~ augmentation systems wake the determina~tion of failure possibilities and

probabilities an oxtremely tedious and demanding analysis task. Even

- with great skill and persistonce, som possibilities meea inevitably to

be overlooked, yet such failure I2dxe and effects analysis and relia-

biit stimates must be accomplished to establish~ the gtoeral status of

a ffair* with an essential or critical system. ~rvm the flight safety
* standpoint, the key is to determine thoa of etact.va vehicle dynauics

uhic-h are most critical from the standpoint of poteatial hatard to con-

tinued W~e flight and required crew action to aviort the b-asard* An a

~r.. f prgetical matter, this failure criticality eaassee~ot should be con-

aidertd almost indepaudently frtom Its probability of occurronce

(although clearly COaaQl~f lots of function in *A saOC4tial O*Ysazo

abould be remote). It safe coutroila-bility *zd mxanauveability can be

de 4monstrated itt the presence off tho V~at dif ficult eoutrol bArArd (a)
without requiring Gicepti~onal pi~lotit~ akiU4 aler~iaa "0r U& ~ti,

~ 9 --~&and without dauger of excreding rbo livic; 1-" factor, then curely the

aircraft with failed *&&entiflj US muUl wmt tho Intent of the )ARs

BY eU~tai WeOO tbO COWu-tioMA Of &UP"WILttOO f4MUCOt wbiCh rtatit iti
': ~ ~tba voiat concoivable cwro tax-ki al ueCo ohol ~iueo

aou~Ot col1ia ilitt"a ist4 proa b$Ities "ay be sia~uttcireuited it not

avoided cot~ltetly.
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This approtich losjiceily aflIses at the es.ntial level, where demon-
StrattOn that evew acttem oea avert any conceivable hazard follows froe
Mhe flight-critical ddiiaittee. 1U the UAS is critical In etbirecter,

such that complete I*" at the SAS. functions. hgvwver improbable~,
*results to Immdi~ateaid vue~ditional hazard to continuous safe flight,

the couaiderattees be lo more Involved. In prir-ciple, there are
thes no task@ auslogoujs to wgine failure wh~ich eft be apecif Led for

consideration in the sweat of complete loss of functiou. Again, there
.~., * are myriad conditionsa of partial function lose for witch the effactive~I airplane dynavies any be considered as appropriate teaka for pilot

assessment, and for which the approach indicated above for e&*ential

portion* applies. But QRMjjq lose of au'ewstation function is by
def inition intolereable and the burden of proof roquire. a different

fundamantal approach f roms that currently embaddod in thea fly1%~ quali-

ties portion*~ of the VAUs. Lz 4t6 irs h ur~t l~aeapa

to flight dewnstration iaherent in the FAR* canxot resolv, all the

Isau~ea with critical syste~so. Fortunately, for subsonic Part 25 air-

craft of the future. ouly essential functional levels arit likely
( ~(although the systame any haevv rieiability tantasount to cr~itical

C. ALSL2 UC241 AwZL.Z"t MAN

Th* actual deternianattos of appropriate tanks to *aaie r safe

t,,;rovery and fit in the evenit oi various ueantial ayt f iluaes is

... 2~<\~rsoft situations ivieretui th, lose of SAS function riwults oanly In
dsn~ i he a.ircraft dy*sArAis withsu Zh -tcJocofu edtiAi

trsaeiaut failuwr **mant wo waell. %a~ af fact of, uqWelpr"~ fsjjuý#$
su'rb~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ & "401*ofU aciuWVcot U&M-ougy cwluated in any

of O ti atdio.a

'.,Th- 158-



The latest review of all avail-able data (Ret erjte 18) fails to

provide an unaquivocal quantitative basis for a standard. The.data do
indicate that some slight abort-period divergence can be safely

r~ ountered by the pilot; that workload is sls~aificdntly increas-ed &as the

divergence tine decreases; and that there appear.i to. be little duffer-

once in pilot as~sesment of workload between normal ad esaergency opera-

tions * In the case of the latest proposed m~ilitary specification

(Reference 17), when the utateusunt of a quantitative criterion was

doeumed essential, a divergence time to double amplitude of 6 sec'rnds for

* ~Level 3* conditions was selected (supported again by the data alluded to

.tJ \~ -above).

A rigid constructionist reading of the Flit. indicates no longi-

~~ t~~udinal divergjence is permissible. On the other hand, the US8 SST (~.
References 3 and 4) and the Concorde (e.g., Refer-ence 19) either planned

to permlt or actually exhibit a divergence with about a 6 secoud time to

I double amplitude.

Thie above status indicates that the PA"t as interpreted for the

I fetitire states of essential systeme cean probably berelazed. in the tense

~it Itii-t a slight instability after tai--ure can be talerasted. Hovevnr. more
data spetcifically oriented to the crew functions and bhetivkt in take-

over, recovery, and contiauad cafe flight 4ith wiexpeotA4 MSG failurts

f parameters as tiso to double asipittude) can be sa4'".

A D. ICE IWLI-A.0 PUOT/AWGR fl

'Io assure sAfety, those aircraft cnontrol func.tions ihieh dawnd theI ~ ~greatest pilot attentioni a'd *kill requr Irar cos rato tn

:. - \evel 3 is define~d as 4 tlyiag qu~alitt-s SWAN, tbAt the airplane -*AY
he contralled safely, bhut pilot uorklosd is nceni'we ar miainstot Ofee-
ttvsn,\ks is ias-danuate* or both.., X&oatcy AB" C PIUgM *t-&sn Itiich
Include cliab, Cruise, and i*4eeent 6A.d tdAXff, . a3,GoAons

and~g) 1r% eotaoIeted."
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flyiung qualities aa"ongaswt. These are important not only becattee theI piloetin deaaauds must be consistent vith f11j-ht operations which do not

require 'exceptioaal piloting skill, alertnoess, or strength,"' but also
because the hi&ý control wortload cituations reduce the pilot attention

I ~available for otber activities. This lead@ to a moat importan~t indirect

&23eGsent thAt SMU~i R =9240ocat4-gd .!worko4i n- .ruv to

Wthe ottot "I Ski4ly &a Ujegjcf.±vp 4 gn goe vibh C1 M Mom

The most dauanding high workload pilot/aircraft closed-loop control
operations tend to be thse" which involve precision path control In
unfavorable environmental conditions. All flight phoses involve cone

form of path control which incorporates both fliSght path changes and

flight path ~asntenance or regulation. In no3 t ord-inary flight circuw-
stances path control, while an essential pilot akilI, is nonethaleas a

relatively benign and low-stress function. On the other hand, w~hen the

p~atb task it itself vary dmanding and th* anviroux-ett unfavorable
:,-v (e.g., low vioibilit-y approach and landing in turbulence and shear), the

precision path control tack b..comee ex~ceedingly "acting. F~or theae

I reson - hallher u~ ~.e~Lo j'atbh ~nx~ol as the control took to
explore the of fects of heavy- augmntantion ou closed-loop pilot/aircraft

system flyrin. qualities.

... cA block diagiwas that itt~irtteti the pilot's activitlois in pr~eciaion

path rontrol is shown in Figure 4. On tha rig~ht th. *ug~ented ai.ra~

has path deviation &and pitch att~itude to the output varivblas wteatin8

from aireraft 4,ýmasico wttich or* forced by exten4l st~aopheric dietvr-
.. bances, n, *and theo pilot control otutput, 6. Th-v *ug~e.meed eircraf t

toel i a clos"d-loap system compislg th~e airplaze--alorne sad au~en-
totiotr syste.s. Tbuvi. the s~o~,coftpu.tation =~4 s"tuatioo ellucnto

involvd Lu the fee&4sck coatrol uamu sfl~toa eyetea, &as well a~s the

aircraft *loco. are bcz~as y the "k%4ant~d4 acroft't *in1J. block
In ?i.uvt@ 4. Aa u*nd*rlyiS aa~m o ia this dUrav ~to tlha.t other

ai~rtr(f contral .1 f#tors sach a& tbroultl dor flap axe wit beta.~ cq-
tinu'Ously sŽwŽdulated by pilot C-Ort~roi action. (Irrin MAC410.~-wt uoins

thase eircraift *offt.tore, ho~ v Jig not axelud#4.

X1



E xternolI

I Desired Pilot Altitude Attitude Pilot Control

h, II h + he OfonBAtitd
- Path Deviation -Attitude 1~ Arrf

~1-~7Figure 4. Closed-Loop Pilot-Aihrcraft Syseae for Precision
Path Control

45I

Even though trimmed precisely, the augmented aircraft will not by
itself maintain exactly the preacribed path and attitude in the presence

of disturbances. Consequiently, the pilot must exert control not only to

.......Festablish the doetred path but also to correct any deviations from the
Ideipired aittitude and path, This is accomplished by the pilot acting as

*~--N-- ac~losed-loop controller, which moans ~aisaply that the pilot's control

outp-ut ia depetident on (i.e., a function of) path deivi4tion and etti-

tude. Tua coaponent of the pilot's control output is icorrelated
wih n attitude ezror a.id another cotponent is correlated. vithi the dif-

ference between the desired and actual path. This relationsihip io
dIepicted In the Figure 4 block diag3ran as a so-called "series" pilot

~ closure, i9e., the. pilot's action on path deviation acts in eerie. '.th,

......-wand provides an internal "attitudo canand" for, the pilot*@ action on

attitu-do error. Several raeserch studifis usinug elab~orate *ad detailed

-~'o~ ."~ maburaents of just this situation (.g. Uferacoee 20 awd 21) Indi-

rate thtat Otit serises structur* &ad general pilot aheavtor control model.

"i I Aappropriate f07 petit cointrol Situstious. Ia nsnwca. the. pilot-'s



higher-f requancy control. actions are devoted priawrirly to attitude so

that the "innor" attitude loop is tightly closed and the attitude is

well regulsted. This tight inner ioop makes possible the effec~tive rlo-

sure of the "outer" path deviation loop without excessive pilot equali-

zpation Or compensation. Without good coa'trol of attitude the pilot

I would havu, to be way ahoad of any path changing trends, requiring very

difficult anticipiation and high woklo~ad. (Examples include altitude

control using only airspeed and altimeter or control during approach

usin~g only airspeed and the raw ILS glidepath date. If the attitude

loop is difficult for the pilot to interact with and close (i.e., if the

augmented aircraft pitch attizude dynamics are deficient in that they

require excessive pilot compensation and attentionai workload), attitude

control will suffer directly and path control indirectly.

W, To focus more on the aircraft characteristics, the Figure 4 block

diagrRM is expanded somewhat in Fi~gure 5. Here the pilot's activities

EFFECTIVE AIRCRAFT DYNAMICS

---- ---- ---- --- ---- ---- ---- -- ~(Atcroft + Aug~mentationl Slttewn)

P II

Pull, Command Etfric(lo *U Altitude Ra.or

5.

fr4c + ___h 0illoKs+/

".~~It

.......

R .'~. ,



are shown as before, with the addition of symbo~lic transfer character-

istics Y. and Y~e These characterize quantitatively the pilot*s

input/output relationships between path deviation error he OW~ attitude
conasnd Oc, and attitude error 8.and pilot control output 6. In any

detailed quantitative analysis of the actual cloeed-loop pilot/vehicle

system these transfer characteristics canl be used to describe and quan-
tify the pilot's activity. The primary differenee between Figs. 4 and 5
is in the, augenated aircraft dynamics, which are broken down into two

components in Fig. 5. The first block, the augmented aircraft pitch

dynamics, relatea pitch attitude, 0, to pilot control,, 6. In the

absence of any other inputs to the aircraft, the pitch attitude and path

~< deviation are dynamically related by a direct input/output entity shown
in the Path/Attitude Response block.

The aircraft blocks show the transfer characteristics La fairly

general form for the pitch attitude dynamics and for the path/attitude

response dynamics. These will be discussed in depth below. It will

evolve, in fact, that a key issue in the differences between the flying

qualities of conventionally augmented aircraft and very heavily aug-

mented aircraft roesides in the differences in the transfer characteria-

tics for the augmesited pitch attitude and the SiMilArities for the path/

atsttude response. By focusing on these f~acets we can expose the major

~ I differences between heavy and conventional augmentation without an

elaborate argument involving the pilot's detailed control actions. It

~ f Is extremely important to recognize, however, that the closed-loop

I ~aspects are a central issue in that the pilot's assesainent of the suit-
17W

abilit,- of the aircraft inherently depends upon his actions required to
~-~~, Iaccomplish control. (Ar, an adaptive controller the pilot adjusts his

control actions as needed to compensate for the aircraft dynamics; so

different aircraft dynamics mean different pilot actions and different

pilot assessments.) Thus, the feedback loop structure and whr.-. the

pilot actions are on path deviation and attitude are of central concern

to set the context of the control task. Yet, within this contest., we

can focus primarily on the augmented aircraft pitch dynamics and the
aircraft path/attitude response to explore differences between cenwen-

tional and heavy augaentation.4

TR-1178-1 20
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The constant speed, so-called short-period dynasics of tits aircraft

provide an adequate structure on which to build our discussion of air-

craft-slone dynamics, including conventional augmentation effects. Two

degrees of freedom of aircraft notion are involved - vertical velocity,

w (or "inertial" angle of attack, a WU ), and pitch attitude, 0. The

equations re'ating these variabl~es with the control 6$ are derived and

discussed in detail in texts on aircraft dynamica (e.g., fteferewte 22).

Tyit l rsltsaekidtaine nFAku 6a. In the short-period equa-

tio inld thTceeatoshwan .6 ese characteriaxe heave
damping, Z.,, or alternatively lift changes due to changes in angle of
attack (Z.m- U0Z.4) and the vertical acceleration (lift per ur~it wass) due

to control deflection, z~. The aerodynamic terms in the pitching

acceleration equation are the pitch damping, NVand weathercock stabil-
ity effect, KM. (Ma 0K~) previously referred to as major factors in

vrelaxed stability sirplune dynamics. s is the Laplace transform vari-
able and can be taken to be the equivalent of the derivative operator

d/dt. The sw + U0 sO components of the vertical acceleration equation
are an inertial and centripetal acceleration, respectively. Siailarly,

the (equivalent to d2e/dt2) represents the. inertial pitching

. . .. . .. . .accaleration. MN;sv is a telatively small aerodynamic pitching accelera-

tion componcnt proportional to the rate of change of angle of attack.
An auxiliary equation relating the ki.nesatices such as normal accelers-
dion a., and flight path angle, Y, is also given in Figure 6a.

The equations can be converted to transfer functions by solving for

8, ho y, aec., as a function of the control input 8.The transfer fune-

tion relating pitch rate to control deflection is shown In Figure 6b,
where the alternativo symbol q for pitching velocity is introduced for

sO. The traosfer function relating altitude to control deflea!tion is
also given Int Fiigure 6b. It wi~ll be noted that the second (approximt'e)
relationship listed does not include the higher-frequency term (tho".

invovi a and a) in the numerator. These typically are Umprtant at
frequencies beyond the bandwidth of pilot comtrol Interests S4tl& jh

TR-1178-1 21
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(a) 8QHORT ML.OD SAIN

Vertical Acceleration: (a k ~)v - 04 Uze

Pitching Acceleration: -041 + NOWv + (s - q)56 6

Kineaatic Relationship: az sv - Ua96 Uoay

PitchAtiue

It [ + _ _ _ _+__ _ _ _ _ K.

s2 (Z'+ P4+(~~ q~

M6( + 'T2

[a2 + 2(~u)ps +wep]
Altitude:

+ q)aIa
h

2[ 32 2(w + Iq + W) (A .

8 a Te~ 2  /Te-

Pt/titude:. 1 +-~~ z

h U0
8u T 23I
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... - I
they can bo of marginal importance on,, for Instance, elevon controlled

aircraft,

The last relationship of Figure 6b is the path/attitude response.

IIt is seen from the transfer functions that their deacminators are simi-

lar. Wh~en attention is focused on pilot control Inputs, t~he path devia-

I tion h can be considered to be derived from pitch attitude on a causel

N effect basis, Heare pitch attitude is an input operating on a transfer

function which is just the ratio (h18)lOI6). The result is given in

figure 6b. The path deviation h obtained using this ratio will be valid

for pitch inputs 6; an additional, term must be added if any disturbance

is present.

The time courses of the dynamic response of the output variables

pitch attitude and path for a control input in constant-speed flight

it i I depend only on the three quantities T0 ,sp and War,, listed In Fig-
ure6c. Speed, U0, and control effectiveness,.~ prt sail

~ *Ifactors. C and w~ are the short-period damping ratio and undmipcd

natural frequency, respectively. The short-period frequency is governed

primarily by the weathercock or static stability term, fl%. As expected*

/the pitch damping, Xq., is prominent in the short-period dsaping, (02p

This is easily augmented artificially by feeding back a signal to the

I"elevator which is proportional to q in the frequency region about a

The time constant Te2 is sowttmeu raferrad to as the pitch attitude

I lead time constant because it appears in the 0/A transfer function

numerator and in hence a '"lead' en It to also often ref errdtoa

.'thes path/attitude "Lag" tiae conetant. This otema from Its appearance

in the denominator of h/8. If we imagine a step pitch attitude chavas,

than the rate of change of path deviation, hi, or of flight path angle,

ywill respond exponentially, with the etW la& T82 (mme VIguve 7).

Bcause I V 4, idh 'a turn is propor"iOnull to the lift/cutvv

slope of the airplaue, C 0 this vsth-to-attitude UiM lts Ia a 4irect

........ functiou of tua 2undawAtnal perfoxuatze chiratterlatles of doe AIrplSAn.

Oace the vit4 io designed (and % sets the fligut lpatha 1%, T8 for

givion (light conditiou ca~nnot be cIhaftod Vitbout appedl~ift to direct-

lift coutrol of aoeamsort. Asis flight ath 14 T$2Isan esttaely

I 'rauie-i23

Ad~. il
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Attitude

0

~ . Rate of

0
;Q- Time

Fi~gure 7. Path Rate Response to Attitude Change

iqmortant factor in the attainable path precision as it lUnits the

pilot's eontrol bandvidth evwn if the pitch attitude dynamics are per-
feet. Thus, a large To2 will inevitably result In a Path reaponse which
is more sluggish than that for a coof iguration whavein T92 io a good

AN, deal smaller. A¶tVX M(

V. A T-40 a TT M MMOSV

o.-. For a conveational oubsonic aircraft Jtka center of gravity Is ordla-
W arily located well ahead of the nautral poiat (that cog. location for

vhich No 0 and tha aircraf t is cautrally stable to eutrally Ittatt-

Cal ly balaaced) * he pitching moamnt due to w,~le of attach to then
hi~hlY UegatiVe,, and tbe U4AO -SM1f~q44,O.-. b~U U~.&K~@iS~7 ~ my, be fairly

large. As numerical eaaple.ss got tmep~orts rwtwaeL~ 17 rt-*'

)I rad/soc for up-and-away flight eo~ittifts an.1 osp 04# ca.4166C tot
S/approach. the tho jtcriod dawpiu& watio ts t~ItieaILY About IN- at

soS"vhwt biaher when a pitch Eamer is uimaois. o fte 444 colmttoot
aroot Plot WWhII shav the loCAttos of th~e VOlas *M~ stwf 00 q/6

ta~iaar wt ioas Kugt w= ap a s ini itus" no. lb tch atticutusaw

.- ~ h~-I7&424

Is.
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T82f

q (Ths 1*)

olas -PAw* Roo P* far q/8 b) Piles RAi Rnyotseo SAW Contrau# S An S7u

tttrS., Static Stability

'4 at -1/TO2 I toshw, by i*h circle.. 'eberowae the abort-periold pal~ re
1Ž~Wgiven creatses Since Qha ,oe.0 occur as a conjugate eor-e paiV, the

. upper half Of thj W.' 19U PlCOt 4awl the ova h~ff are the WON. (to

cubn~qaent r-,ot plotv oo'y the vpear half viii be u~om)The tndaaped

nacturel frejuasuey.0, t6 io hko taitb of the vcter irm' the orgtat of
? 1l~24.. *the u-Ier t plot to Uta ietatioc of a qua.dratic pole. Thie netor n*ksa

sia w~&lw wit% the reat, ua. ginou by coe'wl C~ * Theart-period roote

way elta be tbo~ht of L,~ tarm-4 of tbe d04Ia. (4o) *,. d 40"4

4~7t4

~~ this u-pin-- Pýat *tot 4Awaa as ekaam 74 . .oW
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for, sale b th stad-state pitching velocity, q4 . Ths tfse Is

\< Inon-dimenuionalised using wept as the tiaw. varaleU. IUotica tlut the

non-disensionalized rise tiue, WspTr depends only on the product of the

lead time constant, Te., and the short-period uudamped natural fre-

quency. Interestingly enough, the peak (Imershoot al*D depends only on

this product and the damping ratio, 4,p Figure 9 (taken from Refer-

ence 23) shove this overshoot as a f unction of the ;Dppprdcs with

Cas a aster. Because of the (T~s+1 lead In q/q.., there is

an overshoot even when the damping ratio is critical (Cg 1). For

instance, an overshoot of 2 occurs for C -a 1 when l/T?eAsp &0.23.

For damping ratios less than 1 the overshoot of course becomes larger

still, approaý-hiag nearly 5 for this instance as approaches zero.

f The important physical point to be gained fromn Figure 9 ic that, for

Inominal well-dlamped cases, say 4 0. 5 or so, the overshoot depends

.............. primarily on the separation between I/To, and w51,. l/T 3 , being depan-

detst on the lift curve slope, Clu, as acaled by speed and density, is an

sireraft variable set mainly by wing configuration, wheoreas w can be

adjuseted by ahifting the aircraft's balanCe, ise., the Cog. location.

The more fotvwrd the Cog., the greater the weathercock stability, and

the stiffer the a~hort period coda; hene., fros Vigure 9, the greater the

overshoot (for a given Ire62 and Ca) Similarly, the rise tim~e

-. ~ ~. jdecresems as the short-period uadaaped natural frequency is inereassed.

I ~Riae time io given approximately byz

Li Ct eu'voe slope and rise time thua vory together8, as do" the poak

*~* u~. .. >ovexchoot for a fixied Id .

As im aside before proca~dia& further let u put~ A"s results in

contest vith thea clotod-loop precleico path coratml df 1ijuwt S. The

aIreir'aft path /sct~t4 rupouse *ad tht auxiw sa.talsaable U ftIat"ea of

-q-***-.~26

A M~
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control of the outer path deviation loop are, as already remarked,

limited by the path/attitude lag, T~ For conventional airplanes, the

.;K47 :4~'suguented aircraft pitch dynamics lead has the cal tims constant,

(In ot~her words, the l/T In the sugumntad aircraft pitch dynamics in

~iir±5 is lI/T 0 ) Thus the attitude lead &nd the path lag are the

s~ame quiantity, fixed by the same aircraft configuration feature (the

lift curve slope). The undamped natural fraquency and dompiug ratio of

the augmented aircraft pitch dynamics are, in this case, C C and~s
_V4. W W Consequently, for this conventional aircraft the pitch and

n s
path dynamics are predominantly dependent on thee. three variables, Te2

48p, and w.. which in turn depend on the lift curve slope, the weather-
coc~k stability, and the pitch damping*

The variation of the aircraft short-period characteristics as static

stability is reduced can eacily be studied usinS a root locus approach.

The idea is to examine root plota, such as Figulre 6s, a is varied.f j This is done by plotting the shr-period roots for a number of given

values of Kand then connecting the roots to fors a locus.

7.ý The short-period characteristic function is given approxinately by.-

-R+ 2 (Cw)sps A a .2 - ZV + + a) + (~

lwhen the *ratic stability is zero, i.e., the e.g. is at the vautrail

point and I 0, the al r-priod characteristic ku~nction reduces to

(0 Z Ms Thesea rootsor at. 6 toe ascartIP4 points fo-, the
loc-us. 1 he effects of Hevariation oa tEb ahort period ar~e showtn as

root and cor.espondiug stop function con%.trol ftput tima reaspeasa plots

in Figure 10.

Prigure 104 illustrates, the root variation am is perwltte4 to

becout sort uaatlvs (eeg., cog. Wereeeixuly w~ved further fotowrd of
the neutral potat). % w~a e t-period dh~a~a fs Cc .he roota Z

?4q) at 5 to a rendavoujs point at Z + N.)/20 Aui4 the. bmrtk alfy to

in-I 18-128
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~ ~ IFigur 10. Effect of Ch~'~sii in Oj n COnvcn'aI Afeet
SUort-Perxio N(ode Marae~riatic

J-fore an~ urt4or~duipd pair mpeanrtQ6t by tbhL- pol.nt et A. Thia (!Orr*-

sponde to the fLomal root plot for an aircraft with I&ar~ strtic stabil-

ity, alr.*dy di.s"cvatd to comaection with Figure S. The ti rmspame

skatch of A is qualitatt~val the sum a. that of Yi~urv 6b, alhovab th-I

ttI* hieto'CY bare iV w~t -1199d. TWO Initidl &L10s Of MWMs i#

giv'to 4Y the Coatral zur'f-Se *ttfectivema", W

Vorz. toostcwri -~tdr<c
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af a first-order exponential akin to that ahowa in Figure 100 for the
path lag. The reason ber-t is rt. a the pitch attituade lost re-rsaented
by the -1I/To 2 zero almost exactly cancels Lhe pole atssociate3 uith

a Zw. Fram Figure 6b the troan'et k-action of q/6 is:.

£+ [-zW + (7 /4)N_

The time cta't3tailt of tzhia rval-inaO, -AWis Lnversely proportional. La"N'q
the pitch damping term.

The nes ly -irst-order type of resrmaae, snahai si4 B in Figtare 10-t,

is trpicsi of the air-craf'-alone raisponse. for moderately relaxed atoric

stability aircraft. Ntc only 14 the over-shoot not or.'nt but thei~

~4~Mconstant of the response uzay be p~ite t large,, especially when H4 -5.
t 1 tsdused ever that of ak rrni irplsa-. hy cuttiag do"-t tail. qixe.

Even a convesi~tiolg aiccrtft, op~arkted Ai~l the c,4 neaar its rte-utr~al
ft 's-'---pif'nt, will appear more aXg-t t~u th pilot. than *~a*t Urpl.sno

operated with a hý,;ily itable static narbju. Both the liraz-order form

of the reapont~e, Ahich euhibits at.- 4, rtoad h a~so
1 ~tich is large. when contrgescnd with typical ap.-itely r~wntimes for,

Ithe- A typ'i-. rtapontie, aer enoociated with vzeh "nsasoetxarat. TL: - Jvvcr4ft
i-ontroi *e-n-irivity, tr-4lr-szd her* predcsinant-ly. by tgs,,

can *I"o ho wirkedly differect ýros that Vyt rowiaal, highly z'

As the eptntic mtargin is further reduced free zero by aultnas oi

ttiv, the root locus shiftis to Figure 10b. 4l] nie roots are now nial.

IStafti r~Argin is proportlo~as to %, vbeteo cthe umaeiver nsrgin L) pro-

0'.

by the rttot loeat4trasL C CPA tbate 4

in this instace 4r- Si by e(a - *W + 4) 06 The free ii I&

Ný Tf-I17-
.. &itt'2



I cfýaracteristic function results in a rasp steady-state )itteh rate for a

I atop elevator, vhir-h has the elope per unit of elevator deflection shown

P in the time response. *Ne initial slope is still 1,as it ts for all

4Cases. 17he middle p~ortion c~f the response for zero maneuver wArgin

looks very slitilar to that x&or zero sta-tic aar~in, in ta~t it appears

nearly ezponeuatiai before precce~tng tonurd its long-term- rasp asyap-

tote.

4 ~Finally, the aircraft e.g. may be in xon ý"atable position 4a shown
- Zh,& row- 3 t I7. One root is in the ri~ght-hfl~f plane, iudicating an

i..stalediecgnc~;the other one is somew*hat larger in Magnitude than

f+ hi The initial traneizcnc *eaa'ciated with this root is therefore

quite rapiýd, and the 1.onger-terM respinse is douinated by the unstable

Idivergency. departing some and wre f row the ren.,p defined by the initial
pritch ý'ccei.iction

A~In ardor to achir'e the mnztmum benefits of isprove oargy aft

Iciucnzy, the configuration ch~waega listed ito ?igur* I art eppropricteý

Tha.e .io thteh tot~elity leadd to aircraft dynanics beat repregnentd by

the pitch rate ý 3sgnr.sio by B throutgh D. A. noted, these dyn'.ic chiar-

&ctetx'xat~ca tey ioe *lug-.Ih aod lnsensitivo at best, unstable and con-

stat~tly de"Mtani attention at worst. Pilot vorýlotd willi be high in

closed-loop co;-ktrol, 3chile tajattvnded woa.ozwy be a rsiaenwr in

hat the pilot "~y .lt~ya hr"v' to he attentpiv 4nd saert to divorge5nce

F tondtecies. Because Lth "SS dyiiewica are nuat in &Mneral favorable, they

will rtquir. *ct ecic uing e %7R~ cnumouataioa.

&. MrV I IC EZ4A"RU CW W4221

Mortk of tE" d~jtscitM~so to V-14 poie has tspbasinwc * atsliftotd

cc *pprciat zir kn ay pointis 4itd intia. This WA~t PQ fl$~~int *ill I '

ectatsoeod in euwaqumEc fttietos, sritze u .I Itets kay pont* a0df tsstws have yat co be tisn~lapd. At this jutv~cre, bo~wv~r. It f-. g~r-

tiesnet to show tome towwxere mulct fra a *pzc.If tAnylo of a

relaxed atatic vttabtlity aircrsft. For "0-. parposa f. thi study, a

wtodol of a _.ypOLhoe ICa., nigh eubeontc jet trasport Vith Vel01" Stack

q-e
.........................................................~...i4pý A.,



stability was generated to be used as a basis for the exploration of

potential flying qualities problems. 'This getaerc RSS trapsport was

Cbased in part on two designs from R&MA Eaergy Ef ficient Transport

Istudiez ' the Lockheed L-IOlR.E and the Boeing IAAC. The generic
~ I transport data base is described in Appendix A.

In the description of short-period dynaidca we have eashasized the

pitching velocity response* The angle of attack and flight path are

also major response variables. The gnneric aircraft short-period char-

acteristics have been used to develop some illustrative time histories

for all the short-period variables. These are shown in Figure 11 for a

typical cruise condition at N - 0.74 and 38,00,0 ft. Three static mar-
gin@ are considered; a stable margin vhr the e.g. is 7-1/2 perceant of

the mean aerodynamic chord, Z!, ahead of the neutral point; zero m~aneuver
margin, which corresponds to -1.52% E; and a -5% F unstable static

Imargin. The input is a horizont-al tail (I deg-sec) unit impulse. For

sueh an input the pit~ch att.It~tdc responses in !A'gure 11 appear with the

same response shapes as those deacribed previously in connection with
Figure 10 for pitch Egte inrsos t tpeevator input.

. ntýFor the stable aircraft1 , the pitch #ttitude response ham au over-~

I I shoot, sQ expected, due to the numaerator lfaad, Te2  lish path angle
is baoically the pitch attitude response delsyed by a lag, glven by

I o2 + 1). Because thlis lag cancels dte attitude load. the y
I reaponse build2s tip as a uinit nuwotator oecond-ordor re-sponae approsching

aii. equilibrium condition wherein 8 -f~ Thia pitch and a&gh pah aale

ch~anges o~re tccrapliahad4a~rodyanically by an "le1 of attack 6uildup

and aubsoquent raturn towardo zero.

The -ero maneuver strgin caae coaviiýnbtntly divides the unetabl* anM

statically st.sle vituations. JBoth Vitct1 attitwi-a and ftight path anale
&FproacIh constsat rates of tbane. The a=gL. of attewk, on the iothvx'

hind, O~nV-t~l~y ~appC104041 -2 COnetAUt value.

Firnally, th* 5 poreft natative statit magi ropto for all.

th~ree %ariablww dapar" ejsixttIally. Notice* bove4'sr, tb an of the

-9 -I 17U8-1 32
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(stable)

5 j a Maneuver Margin:O
.41 ~ (static ma roin -1I.5a %V

A00 ----, Static Margin: -5% E

4 -

I of Attack 3nI -

PoO*

Fuig 5 -

j4itAngle 3
Ol

* f A
.0~g

Thue (see)

I Eture I Gsne t RS Trwnoport ShortwPeriod tNotiond for Crdase
ye Condition*8 (WI 0,74, hi 38,000 ft);

ttapat G6, -1 des/see Impulse
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T responses;, regardless of st~atic margin, Are easemtially indiatiaguish-

able for the first second, arid that the negative margin case is Close to

the zero maneuver maargin situation for another secovd or cu.

Somie appreciation of longer-tim efft ftsv where the phugoid =ade is

involved, can be obtain-ad by considering the three degrea-of-frsedcw.

aircraft dynamics sa. indicated in Figure 1.4. The time scale here is

4. contracted by a factor of 10, and that the ebprt-pariod respouaeaof

Figure 11 correspond only to the f irat 5 or 6 veconds of the 1-1/2

minutes shown. The excitation for the rigure 11 reaponsec is a 1/10 deg

horizontal tail step. Also, the neutrally stable situation corresponds

to zero static marg~n, as is appropr7 to for du e-d gree-of -freedom

aircraft dynamics, rather then zero maneuver margin.

The phugoid oscillation is plainly seen 'ý' the pitch attitude

response for the 7.5 percent statically stable situation. This oscilla-

tion cannot be seen in the angle-of-attack response, because a is

scarcely excited in the phugoid. On the other hand, the new trim angle

of attack is seen very early, after just x fou- aconds. The zero static

margin case shows a ramp in both angle of atteck and pitch angle, as

'ký ~ w-ould be expeceted. TItis is the fundamental basis kor setting sti tic

margin to near zero for reduction of trim drag. This inicaues that the

aircraft can. be trimmed with very little steady-atate surface deflec-

j ioni Finally, the rapid divergence anticipated wit the 5 percent

negative static margin occurs just as it did for the short-Oriod

responses.

Tegeneric aircraft data can salo be used to illuseratc a distiuc-

tion between the aircraft dynamic characteristics basad on short-period-

alone considerations and these actually present when the f A. three

degrees of freedom are taker. Into account. Strtiug Vith a a~able

static margin situation and reducing the stabillty (ioe., X6~ becoming
less negative to the zero static margin point and then beeccding more

*Neutral stability for the th-,ee.'degreo-of-fraad'oasirewa~ft dynamics

occurs when (Z 1~ 0. WhenM Is 2ero, neutr~al stebtlity ia
4 4 tantamount to

TR178- 44
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Figure 12. &cýnertc US Transport Three-Degree-of-Preadow
Rospoases for Cruise (K - 0.74, h -38,000 ft);

Input 6H - -1/10 dog Stop

povitive), the actual locus of aircraft roots appears as shown In Fig-

ure 13. The sbv~t-p~riod roots to they proceed toward the zero static

margin coaditios Initially appear just as described In counectSion with
Figutoa 10. The- phugoid &1sZ, however, is also preset In this root

is a inreas inphugeid damping utlhephugoid ud eoe w

real roots. One of these is actually at the origin %bhee the static
* namrgin-t s~aw woh,~&ro th. other is progressiag toward one of the now

oi? the aircraft roots are real.~ As the stability Is further reduced,

the root at the origin proceeds Into the right half planet the high-
f veqtuucy selrt-paried rouot proceeds f urther into the left halt
plaoe; and the other two moots, out from the rshart period aed am

41 0
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IStatic Margin StaticMgn
isj ProportionalSMzC
to -Ma since .4

t40 jShort
Locus 2S -.

U.
*SM25%c

SMO0 SM 0O Phugoid fOcus
-8 -.6 -. -.2 .2

a) Root Loci For Stable Static Margin Variation (4<0O)

Phugoid SM~-% GO M-.
7 SM~-5% c SMO LOCUS SMZO -MO M-5%c

b) R~oot Loci For UnStabl static Martin Variation (MO)

Figure 13. Effect of Static m~arglin Variations on Three-Degree-
of-Freedom Conventionial Airplane Miodes
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from the phueitd, approaech each other, rendezvous, and become a quad-
ratic pair. As the static stability to further decreasied, this pair
approaches the clewaical tm-degree-of-froedo. phugoid mode dwereint

Z' V/gZuAT &rglo I n this classic phugoid (Ref erence 22) the
angle of attack is fixed while airspeed and pitch attitude oscillate,
intorchangiug potential aoid kinetic energy, damped only by dreg. Thus,

* the actual divergesce is dhe thtee-degrea-of-fr~edom case does not stem
from the short period, but rather from the phugoid. Tha inportant point
to be noted is that stability is just neutral in the three-degree-of-

I ~freedom motione when the static margin is reduced to zero. Use of the
short-period approximation Indicates neutral stability uhen the amanuver

* margin is zero. (In all of this discussion, the pitching moment change
due to speed change$ M, is assumed to be zero, so that atatic stability

/ is governed entirely by Ms.)

Anotker interest ing perspective about the short-period response can
be gained using the peak I/q., versus 1N ?as coordinates of Figure 9
an a backdrop for variations in stability. In principle it sight aeem
that: almost any response is available (i.e*. any point within the
0 I ace of Figure 9 could be reached) if ont only designs and

balauces the aircraft coafiguration properly. This is partly true in
that any desired short-period damping ratio, C can be achieved using a
pitch damping su~mator, But, because the path/attitude lag is a given
for a particular wing configuration, the adjustment of c.g. (snd hence

. .... .... .... of ))can lead only to a tightly constrained set of dynamic response
properties. This is shown in Figure 14 for the Generic USS aircraft In

I."~ cruise. The curve showsve4Ast is attainable In terus of oviershoot, dau-

ing ratio, etc. For instance., it Indicates that very large otatic

&5 uargias are accompanied by large overshoot* induced by both theC
~ and I/Toq 2 wa spread* This is to be expected then total short-period

~/.damping Is constant ad is toIncreased, as occurs who* the Cos. Is
moved fot~r" ("se VIgure 134)o As static stability io todu'sod due to

.~. deereastag a~sa the e'g. tosamved aft, the pitch rate overshoot
decreases Ai4A the dampin retio incraascg ah cuvvu daft niu tha

. attainable dyeamic propa'rties can be abifted, mainly up and dame by

-11
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- awmmseiug 1%, but the general trend viii eseantially parallel the one

I yillustrated. There is thus only a narrov band about the curve sbown

I j which dot ice the poseible *oart-period dynmnice for thide airplane.

As a price ef the porfotumace benefita which relaxed static stabil-

ity aircraft enjoy they suffer from reduced abort-period duping, 1ow

undamped natural frequency, and, perhaps,* short-period divergence. A

I variety of full-authority augmentation system can be constructed to

correct these deticiences and,* at the am*a time, significantly Improve

- I the aircraft flying qualities and reduce pilot vorkicad. The augmentor
must apply pitching soaemt. to the aircraft Tabich create or Qnhance par-

Al ticular stability derivatives. This can be accomplished by feeding back

a variety of aircraft motion quantities. Some candidates are noted in

I Table 1. The moat obvious stability derivatives to augment are those

that cause the trouble in the first place, i.e., K4 and N.3 to Impt.v

Adamaping and stability, respectively, A commonly used surrogate for

I ('-pitching velocity is pitch attitude rate, 0. which is identical to the

S Ipitching velocity, q, in straight and level flight. The dif fereitri
betwetn q and 0 is moat easily appreciated in connection with a constant

altitude coordinated turn. In such a turn the steady-etate pitch atti--I Itude rate io tao", whereas the steady-state pitching velocity, %,is

givenby % to tan *10 (Vhere ;;0 is the yawing v~lelocty &and* i
bank angle). The short-period doaping could also be augmented by a race

of ehsas~ of caJge-of-ettack feedback, vthich would add to the natural

t4ý of the airpl6ne.

To lmprovev the static stability0 Vb can ha suguasatd favorably by

U21iq eke costwi to devr~lop 63 additional pitchift momsvaporottwatl

to 1nge of attack. From the stabi-lity wan piloat control intawplpOte

W:. 5 ~4etchr erody)Vanic or laenta afgle of attack W-ii give the "as reultt

<Ž4> s priciple etth U Nbth reaposs to nvdyanam e disutbebsc will

deeMd 00 Which to "ad, Altomertvea tactudi tka crostiCS M a pitch-
in' *;OV6 t 1ek U'p14,a s " eu.'tt qq sn

.. N,,.,~V to .dsit -.

'.\~. ta *~CC ~mqt, 5a orits tat.taiS~a, ¶. 'S
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the integral of tLe pitchin% velecity.p fq dt. When oae recalle. that the

* - ~ wroaiml acceleration to a~ Uoq, asimilar attitude-like cOrriective
momeat can be develaped frop the integral of the notmal aceceleratione
Fimally, the creation of a pitching moment do* to speed changes by

~ I creating an rt4 a. lso elbalaate divergence and provide static atabil-

~~ Although 411 these and other possibilities are theoretically suit-
! ttiih able for improving the modal damping and stability characteristics of

the short period, all suffer some deficiency or other as the basis for a
control system designs Problems of instrumentation and seowing, includ-
ing biases and sensor excitation by disturbances, control system compen-

I nation needed for flight condition changes, aet* must enter into con-
parative consideration of practical systems. The transition from one

flight phase to another, the effective dynamicu ai; preseartod to the

pilot. and the response of the augmentod aircraft to external. distur-
bawce are also affectad by the pArticular feedbacks chosen and aust be
eousidered in fundamental emprisons of candidate systems. The". fee-

tures and the consequences on effective aircraft dynamics of the various
( feedback control possibilities are troated in detail in Reference 22.

*~ ~-~' j4Sam~ additional topics of particular Intereat to RSS flyingj qualities

will be dascribeA in the text section wdian was of the side effects of

heavy augmmsataion are treated.

To paerat the developemat of some flyiuS quality issuea for heavy
auamentation uv vill use a typical example of an augwentor suitable for

RSS aircraft. The Isaues rcwrii will, of course, pertain explicitly only

to the exuls~ system, eltbon& somsi cau be Saneralited for other ayaet

poeoibilittes,

~ ~ IThe flight: costrol syotem seloct*d for our eam~ple is choun In Via-
ure IS. This eystmf potforms five fuuctlonsa an follatmi

~ ~0 Createsa a hiSU degre* oi effective static etabil-
Ity for the rugmeted feircraft.

* Iprovem the 4dapia of the ef fective shrt-
period oode.

X

z4* ,

A" i m,

'A 4,
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0Provides a pitch rate cawaad /attitude bold plat-
/ tows for piloted control.

I * Ibgulatee against external disturbanceas, with

than wasthercocking.

V I S Provides sutowutic up-elovator compensatiou tot
4 tursing flight.

As a fltght-crittcajl system, all the systeu aeleentst except possibly

those involved in turn. compeesation would bra multiply redundant. This

t is one reason for basing the systoe on pitch rate censors thdcb are

staple, hardy, relatively tnsetwitive to bins errors, and easily made

part of a mdiniun complexity sdltiple-redmd~aot ;ystema. With sewed

sensors, Cor instance, filve rsti§ gytue cau provide dual fail-operate
.4 s'iepbility for rates in all three axes.

which drives the elevator servo with a signal proportional to pitch rats

err-or, ~,and the integral of pitch rate error, q/,is simply:

II

t"4&; %-.'--Ter% Tret

Note thar. the equation Is just. E Loc lab*-aid **qualisattoum In Fig-.

.--- '--u" tIr S. Thus actuator and ocher higtar-i r~qpncy dyusnice art, s&asume0

c2¾<to bo a-agltgibte for the current diacuaatosu. This eqvation za" be

exprt5#wm Z toe tih a uw sowa, ootic* tint %A qdc, by

6 4% + dt

*~~~~~~ -osqety h u~ tor as a stsbtlin~r creates a pitchiss spent

preortional to f q dt Sd ome prportionl1 to 4. (TU PItcA rt-ce W*or
to -s I. c q; because eke pitch rate c Mho * 0 ten4 the au~t.

S -1-'IUt'1178-1 43
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_ij acting onlynasrisablizer, q.s -q in unattended regulation tasks..)

When te&r:ýLaoednmc ild imgre h Vcat
N ugmaentorcobnto:11ba odt,--alstba yae.Ttia

minimum gain, $,is aceded tt, rid the system of any divergence due, to
the aircraft-alan? static instability. At the )ther extreme, tY;- maxi-

mumnti gain possible in aet by the cloaa-edoop eystcm stability lia4-ta. If
1~4Ythe aircraft is considered only as a rigid body, these limits will

~ Idepend primarily on the hish-r -iecy lags due to the actuator, rate

-t .sensor, and other computational or filter dycasica within the closed-

loop system. Whea aircraft flezibla node properties are alto included,

thtoy too will also af fect the closed4-loop syates& stability and maximum

gain. Depending upon the design spjiroAch rakacn, the flexible mode char-
actaecisttcs may be either phase or gain stabbilt~d. Iu the letter case,

filtering to attearuate the flexible -w~de W.1l apyear an part oýf th#etae-

bilizer loop. Lags fram both the fblesiblo modes and the~e filters will,

k. ~ in turn, sffdct the high-gain stabiillty limit.

When the sacursri;ýa char ac toriat ics of the aircraft control surface

I (and aartace rates" ariý taken into *cctunt, tne sax-imum pin may bo fur-
ther wesricted. 11w hi4ger the opet'-loop gain, \,of tt& augmentor,

the- smaller rthe pitching velocity error tteteaed to sect-rate tb-i eontril.

SIf the oircafc alon has *ven eoue alight inherent str*4ility, t w tay

60-~b of littlce coawwquoakce4ý flovwt. vh.w tht 4Jrcraft-d-ýonke 's diver-

- 7. se~nt, a eatut-stzC (o~tltr04 willa wt corettt. &for this dtvergonce except
vhen tepitching v-eoiyotri lete thanLt coresp-odn

lioit control conditions. The pio-CCWj4Jpt .*,I

limited to av.oid saturattig thea controls, huit owterual disturbu'aw arc
synot Infac, te ootfibility of co~ntrol satuarti a due to marea iend

- -~~ ~t -other atzespharie dieturbeaccs is one wnsoo for tha oelectiSl-a of the

Figure 1S system So, of the other qte4btlinstioo poesibiS-littes listed

- ~ .. ~.in Tsble I result in systen 01hic ore uot a, tolersatt to exteroal
disturbances and c_-An cause significently higher pýrobabilittee of flimi-

i% levtorpoisition~s.

Although this particular exinpla'ry systus baa %"sy odrant4t and

-~~ .jhas been used on a anwbt af aircraft (eog.. Cbe Space ShutatIe Orbit t

444
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MI140
I s~ad soaze modern fighters), it has its omn peculi~arities. For izetance,

time prea~nce of tka fowrnrd liop intagrtator, while needed for either a

Aitck rate air tonal acedelration system to accomplish the static. eta-
!' biity wtkc,, cas be trcublesaam in seow flight pharses involving

tramiient chnga in. trim conditions (g.taef)if not properly

accowated for wuing. appropriate synchonisor. or flight-phane-tailored

SAS functioazl azdas. Oa the other b~nd, this system is the simplest
oaa available which accoupliohea the functions listed above. It also

serves as an excellent paradigm sad point of departure for devaloping

the types of f lying qualities issues involved in heavily augmented RSS

aircraft.

241. -Reference 24 uses the zsneric aircraft 983 transport characteristics

~ va n the basis for a control system example deeign. Cruise And approach

conditionis are txmndfor two versions of the Figure 15 pitch S.5

(that is, with and without the integrator in the equalization). When

........1the integrator is absent, the UAS is Ini etaence a large authority, high-

gain pitch d~aper, tt'ich ha. the effect of reducing but not completely

elisainacing any divergeuit tendency. Th's version also amounts to a

pitch toate cowa~and/rate hold, rather than attitude hold per 10; although

Ithe# quilte similar regu~lat.ion proparties.a

~t-$sttid~ 1Ž LThe ',epir AS of p~rincipal Interest hers dotes contain the. Lute-

I } raror and nzhihita al of thei fe-atures listed previolwly. The changea

In the itAwar dynaica of ti-e sZl%.rreft &w1 to the co~ntrel aystno can he

tllhtrrattd uaxiiA4 o aystnu ,storwy of- !:e eleoed-loo~k sytte~a. Thisa
surnjy coanst ts o" riruber of ýoaplesiwentmiry ro~ot locus and fnqueacy

response plctt;, A typical *at of plots for the cruise cecnditken witch a
c nargin it gi-tso is Vigur* 16. [Othet **ts for approach aznd for

both ciruisoe "d sptroacob without tne Lit-atorartl awe q;ian in Rsareaec'O

4 4Z. The tay peiois c", bhOWkver, S1l h~e Padoa itch Mte siaxle example o.f

T-he 4ts.cussiozi belowl of Figure 16 vidl 4wot Jli -*;a p~ro;srly doesigwe4
"ot &uto ae result is pitch 4,t-1rŽ -4ýoa .. ? e laretiico Which

are idmntirel itt fors to tkoc- v,d ut 4 .ýictf *v--te rw The
parasetersa wtriaternru oxvr SW UU A~~

'4X
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ctanir -9-W4 fd OU ~sn'L~cnl different _Iakind. Decaurf* of,

K ~~~thF4m, the aircr'aft &yjersne o h u~

I List JJ tz vf . cs'tionst thefoe

I ~Because the ijemastration of this point viii iuvolve a detailed con-

3ideratis~n of the effects of closed-loop feedback COL~rOl on Lhe

dysamics of the airplane, tke explanatione and som~e of the concep-a may

Jf oo safsuilier to some. They mny vdsh to skip to the 4ýn'O of this article

where an expaaded reit3rektion of the conclusions already stated above is

giver.

Figure 16a is a coaventii~nal s-plane root locus which shows the

closed-loop roots of the system as control aystein gain, Kq, is in-

creased. The starting points are the poles of the airplane located st

1I/T5 ~ (located in the right half of the s-plane, indicating its char-

acter as a divergence), -1/T5 ~ (on the real axis in the left half

piane), and the phugoid W ' I (a lightly damped couplex pair near the
p p

Sor igit). The control system also has a pol.e at s 0 due to the inte-

grator. This is not shown on the plots because it exactly cancels a

f ree a in tha numerator of the airplane pitch rate due to elevator

deflection, q/6h, transfer fiinction. As the controller gain, K, is

inc~reased, the corrective moments applied to the airplane by the eleva-

tor modify the poles of the closed-loop ayutam. Some of these at very

~ ~ high4 gain approseh the zeros of the open-loop system. There are three

open-loop zeros in the Figiure 15 augmentor. TWo are airplane chare~eter-

?~ ~'~ tistics, located at- -l/Te1 , in the left half plane but Yv~ry near Zhe

~ origin, and at -lIT 0 2  well out the real nit~s In the left half plane.

The control system lead time constant, Tq iw shown in Figure 16a as the

zero at -1IT . As gain Is increased the various airplane modes are
q

maodified as follows:

I 1) The airplane short-periud divergence, I/'.P.,
I decreased as gain, Kq ,5 isncreased; becomes sta-

bilized as it passes throug~h the jw-axie; and
fitally terminates on Vtie airp!ane zero at-1T

"e,~ ' as gain &pproaehes infirtltf.
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2) Tha short-period subedtdeace, with tim constsat
T proewedo Blozng 'the realj axi to ~isright
t"Urd ;1ftO Part of the damping given 13p-lby

Athie uui-InleU triaafewred. as an ia( reeae in2
I; dwping to the dtvergenc•A.

1) The phtutjoid wh-dclh for the airplane-alone is-
stable but lightly dImped (C - Otl-Z), is fti-
tially driven towrd satsabinty as the a tor
gain is iite"rsedi The portion of thselos
loop phugoid iocus I- the r •it bhld plae is
shown with 0 * 0. After a nboial gain
increase (as will be ShOv I belov). the alooadd-
loop phugoid hooks back into the left half plane
and becomes stable. This stable part of the
locus is shown as +4+v and progresses along a
nearly circular are. This arc is .'early centerad
on the control o7---m zero at -l1T . Also, the
radius of the ea ., circular seu ts approsi-
*iately jI/T 1. As gain is increased further, the
vAdamped uatural frequency, damping, and damping
ratio of this vuadratic mode increases until
ultimately I s-ena the arc hits the real
axis. The undamped natural frequency of this
critically dam~ed mode is just slightly less than
• 2 /7 As control gain is further increased, the
quarsatic pair then becomas overdaupod, with one
progrt.asing out toward the left on the real aisi{ while the other proceeds toward the right, ulti-
m nately anding on the control lead zero at -1 /Tq.

From a controller design standpoint, the most important features to be

appreciated from the s-plane root locus of Figure 16a are: 1) the cor-

rectxon of the divergence; and 2) the influence of the controller lead

time constant, Tq, over the shape and magnitude of the locus of the

complet roots [;U4 1

The perambulations of the closed-loop roots -as controller gain

varies, while nicely depicted on ths s-plane root locus, can also be

shoon with controller gain and associated quantities as an ordinate,
rather than as a parameter along the plot. This ic accomplished with

the so-called Bode root locus. It uses a san-log, presentation for

, I *The prime on i' indicates it is a closed-loop damping ratio of a
quadratic, mode which started, at zero gain, from the phugoid p, .
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ention w q~-loop eyotes frequency rampase (fra-Bode plot of

amplitude raitio &Md phase) aVd Woe root locus constructions (root loci

with bode format), werein gain io an independaut variable an the,

plot. Tfi~we M4 prewmts theat several dipgrwam. To begin with, the
ordinate is &a &%plitude ratio plot of the opan-loop transfer functi-3a
expeesad le daeebals. (For a gain, X, which is normally expressed in

livaear unit*, tke value -in ADis 20 loglW K9 Thus, when K - I the value

* In di to zero, while whes K - 10 or 0. 10o the corresponding dB values

are +20 6D and -20 dB-) The abscis"a, which is a logarithmic scale, is

a generalized frequency. When the plot is a con-ventional Bode frequduoy

response plot, this frequency is w in rad/sec. Complex components of
the root lotas shok- undamped natural frequencies, iii or (on in

rad/cec. Finally, real roots when plotted hern are also in unit& of

I/sec. rhus, interpretation of the abscissa depends on the particular

curve, and is either w, is!, or 0.

J The conventioual jw Bode diagrea consists of separate amplitude

rati1o and phase plots f or the total open-loop transfer function with
s - w The aplituda ratio and irnase angles are shown In Figure 16b.

( The amplitude ratio of the frequency response lxordera on and is approxari-

* t mated by an asymptotic plot made up of straight lines with slopes utich
4 ares integer values of ±20 dB per decades This asymptotic plot has its

M6 ~breakpoints occurring at values ofi frequency equal to magnitudes of the

open-loop poles and zeros. Thus, ths asymptotic plot has a slope of

. . . .. .. . . . .. .zero f rom 0 f requency to a frequency of I /To 1 whereupon It break* up
with a +20 dlidecade slope. This conti~nues until. the frequency w aWP
there the phugoid, being a second 9rder, causes a break from +20 dB/

decade to -20 dB/decade. The next breakpoint occurs at the magnitude of

the divergence, JI/T 6 i when the not slope of the asyMptotic auplitude

ratio plit becoues -40 dU/decade. At the airplane short-period lead,

I/ T0 2, the slope changes again to -20 4bIdecade and continues until the

short-period subsidence at I/Top, is encountered. After this the ampli-

tude ratio slope goes lack to -40 dB/decade until the controller lead

breakpoint at 1/T., whereupon the asymptotic plat slope shifts and pro-
greasses on at -20 dI/decade. The regular jo frequeney response is quite
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cl~ose to this asymptotir' plot except at the breakpoints themselves It

departs from first-order breakpoints by 3 dB, while the de~parture f ron

second-order breakpoints is equal to Il/2rjd3- Thus the saller the

damping ratio, the more extreme the departure of the actual JUwBod from

iithe asymptotic Bode plot. This gives rise to the resonant Veaks asso-

ciated with highly oscillatory modes as seem In frequency mspqnases. In

Figure i6b the phugoid is a prominent example.

If nov the root locus shown on the s-plane of Figure 16a is pre-

sented in these logarithmic coordinates, the variatiou of 'roots with

open loop system or controller Sains is illustrat~ed directly. The

several branches shown on the Bode root loci of Figure 16b have symbols

Which correspond with those on the s-plane root locus. These branches

can be described as follows:

1) The locus from the short-period subsidence, l/T.,, goes

directly toward the numerator lead at 1IT 0 2 . At very low

gains the change due to closing the loop is very small.

k ~~~~~and similarly, at high gains I/Top, lT~ l i h
intermediate region does the root migrate toward the zero

fairly rapidly with gain.

2) The complex root starting at the phugoid, with unIi V

natural frequency w p when the open-loop gain is valy

small, proceeds along the locus shown by++~+ and CO*Osymk--

bols. Much of this progress occurs with a nearaly constant

slope of approximately -40 dEdecade. The closed-loop

oscillatory mode becomes unstable at quite low gains.

(See the controller linear Sain scale at the right of the

plot)* For controller gains 0.004 ( 4  ( .06 deg/deg/sec

the closed-loop phugoid is unstable. This is the portion

of the locus depicted with **. For gains greater

*~'~ :1than this the phugoid is stable and the circular arc of

Figure 16& correasponds to the nearly constant elope, of

40 dEdecade on the Bode root locus in "YIgure L6b., %U-

real axis is encountered by this locus for a gain of
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apipreammately K -3. 06 af ter ic h cope !coots

K divId.A lato two real roots. Ones as is shown on both the
V'L7 1t64 and4 b plots, gaes into the INT control system
lead, mk4l. the other progresses Iindeflaitely out the

h -frewmt~ny CSympote

3) Tke 4t~tvorgm Ica shown as a ashad locus, starting wt

I /To~ at very low gaina and proceedimg leftward acroms
the Bode root locus. When the gain to -0. 12(19 dH
less than the reference N - 1.06 condition) this mode is
neutrally stable. Itj, for higher gains, theu drives fur-

Ither into the left half plane# shown here as a heavy solid
line progressing toward INT

In a good control system design, the system reflects oeveral differ-,

e nt respouse and stability considerations. These Include:

C Responses which are similar to those of low-order, well-

daqoed, rapidly responding systems. (This implies that

the low-frequency open-loop poles arc, in their closed-

loop wouifestations, driven nearly Into open-loop zeros,

such that they nearly cancel. Examples on Figure 16b for

uthe 1 .06 refe*rence 0 dB line are the close proximity
of the lead at I/To with the closed-loop pole. shown

as Isteaming f roe the divergence, and a similar prox-

isity of the lead at 1IT 2 to the pole arising from the

short-period subsidence.

0 Insensitivity of the response to gain changes. This is
* illustrated by the nearly vertical slopes of the loci

I 4riviag Into 1I/To, and 1 fTe2 around the reference cross-

I ~~'over region. Because the slopes are so steep small
changes In gain, or for that matter small changes in the
open-loop aerodynamics which change I/To, and I/o2 sl

not wtorially affect the near cancellation of these

(912117-15
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cloced-loop leads and U.~se Thus they will hardly affect

any changes In the respons.5omh arl ti

0 System stability utth lreSa~iyufie I h

si&-gin of 19 dD exists on the low-Sata~nmd -flitive to the

reference K - 1.06. Thus, nearly a factor of 10 In gain
reduction would be neaeded to Let back to the divektnee.
At the high-frequency ends, the crossover of is 2 rad/sec
(which incidentally sets the desired controller gain at

-- qq 1.06) is consistent with a phase merging #Mv of

50 dog and a delay uaorgin, TMg, of 0.44 sec. Thus. high-

frequency lags or parameter uncertainties currently

-njored in the design would have to contribute 50 dog of

......... phase lag, or a pure time delay of 0.44 seec before the

closed-loop system would be neutrally stable at the gain
selected.

I C Wall damped and rapidly responddun closed-loop system

dominant zode(s) _Io resist and thereby reduce the effectsI ~of disturbances.* In the present ."ample the domiaunt mode

is the oscillation steaming f rem the phuioid whicb, for

~ z !~Ithe notaina1 controlled gain, has a damping ratio of 0.59

and an undamped natural frequency of 1.92 rad/asec. This

Rode is therefore both stiff and wall dasiped.

C The closed-loop system bandwidth should be large relative

to the pilot control latencies so that the cugmsntad sit-

All plane is responsive to pilot comarAn and requires little
pilot anticipation or compensation for preciatov. control.

In the present case the croosover frequawiy of 2 rad/see

and the other resultW& modal car~cteriatice ptowl4. a

Svery spritely response (.will be Illustrated f urther

later).
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*The control system V4a shouIA Ue low 'enoiagb so that the

auubator is very seldom saturated' Saturatton may be
I vi~w as reducing tde gain and thus progresasiu4 from the

Sscalmel @ 43 line elesed-loop rooto back toward those of
tha spae4.e01 a4ieefu*t Whben completey saturated,* the

tive aircraft dycamies are those of the airplame &Ione

Unfortumately, in this event the Puot, also has no control

available In one direction, since the surfacele, are satur-

~ ated. Those kinds of consideratiuon are easy to shmw on

the plot of Fisjure 16b as comianded pitebing velocities
which would just saturate the systemz when gains are set at

particular levels. Scalea showing the inaxixuin pitching

............. velocity comaandeble without saturation. qc ama, is given
on the right side of the Bode root locuo plot next to that

Ifor the controller gain, Kq in linear units. Another

Suseful scale for partial saturation and other low-ain

opraia sgiven othfaletside. This shows the( -time to double amplitude of tho divergeat root at the

.7 A.several gain levels (in essence this is a croasplot of the

locus from 1/T8P2 toward the I/Tql load). For Instance, a

Sdvivergesce with 6 soc tivis to double amplitude corresponds

to a pain K. of 0.010 dag/deg/sec. Thisi is an enormous

reduction in effective loop gain (factor of 388) in terms

of saturation or other gain reduction phenowmea, showing

... .that tke systes ia extremely robuat at tL-a nominal value

of -1. 06.

The description alove, eves though of a unwry overview character,

may appear tedious and complicated * The net effectp however, of a well-
tempered design io remarkably atraiglatformrd* Lt is th~at Lbs closed-

loop pitching velocity reasp... to a step pilot It-put will hame the
~ approximate'towel
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The C and wi In the denominator are those of the closed-loop oscillatory'9 " ~ ~mode which progressed frome the phugoid, hl h lead time constant,
Tq. is the controller lead. The approix1mation takes advantage of theIfact that the short-period subsidence and di:vergoene ar. both modified

.4~ by the effects of feedback control and, for favored Safns, do not ee

appear In the pttchitqX velocity response minces they aer nearlv cancelled

by thlipaelasItITad1T6 2 . Feedback control has thus
7t~4provided us with a low-order effective system as far as pitch attitude

response to pilot Unýuta is concerned. It is In tact ijft~cal Lq- for
to tbot of the short Reriod of the airplane alone* This is especially

£ apparent in the time response for the total system shown In Figure 17.

Tr se

q55

-~ .. ~.Time (sec)

Figure 17. Pitch Raste Respouse to Step Pitch Rate Comand
for the Augmeneted Aircraft in Cruise Flight
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7 'or t1 hrceitciiilrm-ie eryratn ic
aecelorttion rite with the overahoot and subsequent return looks very

simtlar to tOe wop~loy time response of, Fgure 8 and to tha t for the

gjemeric aircraft In figure 11 for the 7*S X Z static margin. The

I cieed*-loop system response is more rapid In rise time and achieve& a

steady state~ in loss time.

There is mImporteet tiffei'ence between the time responses of Fig-

kure 17 and those of Figure 11 in that the closed-loop response for Fig-

ure 17 is that for al te rather than just the first few seconds. In
other vords, the phugoid, which was illustrated In Figure 12 for the

conventional aircraft, is no longer present as a long period cactusa-

tion. Instead, in the exemplary closed-loop system, It has been

markedly increased in frequency and damping and is now, in fact, the

single oscillatory mode present. (Calling this eactresely well damped,

/1/ high natural frequency sode a "closed-loop phugoid" is based only on its
I orlgin. For all intents &sd purposes it is, of course, a short-p~eriod

node, and henceforth will be treated and described as such.)

The not conclusion of this article are that: provision of feedback

{ control on a statically stable, relatively poor-ly damped, relaxed static

stability aircr.Zt can result in a set of vehicle dynamica which are

substantially identical in form to those of the short-period alone; andI ~more importantly, while the pitch attitude form say be the same, the

parameters are entirely different in kind.

1. cONUUMN OW 11T1M A1TTYIM 3UURI

In the isnoplary cane study sumarized In the loot section, the
pitch attitude response load* Tq ce5ms frow the augimator lead rather
than f row the airplano T02 In fact. the airplane pitch attitude lead,

To T, is not evan present in the reaponsa, since it was essentially can-

coled by the elcoed-loop subsidence originatins at l/Tapls Aloo, the

p. ~urdamped natw.al. frequency and damping, 01142 superficially similar to

Sthe sbort period, depend Instead prizarIly upon the control system lead
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tie oatnt T wich met the circular areaog:hc the anw

closed-loop roots proceeded, and the total open loop gi, KN.which

next highest frequency asymptote* of the Figure 16b Bode diagram. Using
jus ths w high frequency asymptote* as an approximation for the

totl ystsit is easy to show that tba approximate values of and

are given by:

f T

n;-qV

------ . .. .-
SAlso, the approximate normalized rise time is

Here the quantity we, X~ is the croasevev fre~usucy of the 0 dB line

with the high-frequency asysptota (seo lVigure Ifb). She wsovcript "a"

distinguishen it from the aroapover frxequesncy we, %bihick io based on th,*

.~* .~. value wh*ere the opon-loap jw)-5oe ariplitu~so ratio cres~s tha 0~ TS linle..

;, ] ~These crossover frequencies are p~erhaps the meat iawortaut ainglle pare-
.1 meters of cloaod-loop controls, sAcne they div$Ate the world of ituput

and reapoaaes into two dIf feront c~taortase At frequaweai wl~ 41aOy

the crossover fr~uacy, oUtGLrs due to disturbances are suppeia#3 4aid

t'a-tI 7-1 5
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coamand inputs are followed. At higher frequencies the feedback control
I ( action gets progressively weaker, so that coinua, following and distur-

bance suppression in reduced. The crossover frequency to of ten used as

a surrogate for the systen ban~dwidth, wbich has the san physical mean-

A ff"ing noted above. Interettingly anough, for the closed-loop control

~ I system the rise time is just the inverse of uc (i~e T r /~)

For augmented relaxed static stability aircraft which have the

general tyi"e of characteristic vherein the airpl&rne pitch attitude lead

T2 no longer appczare in the effective augaented aircraft dynamics, we

haive emphasized that the pitch attitude characteristics are different ir

~ Ikind but not in form from those of a conventional aircraft. This par-
ticeular type of lisiting case heavily augmented aircraft vs shall refer

I to as aup~raugented". The superaugmented distiuctioni is mAde o hih

light the differences -that suerougueated aircraft have attitude

I ~characteristics which~ depend primarily on the crsesover frequevcy
Iq6 and the controller lead T nd that th~eae ch~tvaRetoriot ica

, may differ in kind from those of evet. fairly heavily augwu~tno convvn-

tiuflal craft. In this venue, superaugacted alroraft ars.. sm idealiza-

tion uhich may not be alwaya approache4 b-y he&vily augu~nted aircraft.

ON thv. other hand, tha Space Shuttle io em ideal exg~wle of s uperaug-

inentn4 aircraft, for 14,is complately~ gpe* tr4 in ia~c

tade reaposeo and is ieplac*4 by a control wy~tau le1 . Su ug4na

umiited aircraft. UhI* is acecaplished to Table 2.

J Table 2 cum ri.zes tho attitude lead &-t% qtmadrstiz (effective short

.~ *-1. eriod) w-de ch-sarcteriatice for 4a couventious-l airaafft short period
and for an idealiavd ouperaugaeated aircraft.JFor thoi cctwentioaial ealrplana, ~oveto *t Ow I1ift, -.he table
L-eiteratea yat *gain that tho attitude lead *and "k rt-pArlod undaap~d
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~A natural freqta*vay, and hnce the rise time, depend prwinrily on d1rcraft

* .cc~afturatios ckces-actoristice and the way the aircraft iR balanced. Thle

da~pia ratio ale* io pretecimantly a func~tion of configuration,,
although apite% dan-per cn provide a good deal of 'design latitude.

For the toigreugmntad aircraft, thn diacuneaon of the lmat Artic~e

esphasized terelative lack of saedi~tivtty to aircraft configuration

charectarist'ici- wnd the relative LaportAnce of the controlP'.r properties

&as they affect the closed-loop sircraft/augtester system. The primary

~ design factors described there we~re considerations of a close-d-loop

charaicter, includiz% the oystea stability, response. bandvitdchf, stabl-
ity ~rgin, et. Th ~tor ftxport-ant coaposita factor underlyin h

dynastr o the superauauanted vehicle is the croaflowe2ý fretquency (of the

-~ ~ -aysyptoce), £% . Thisa quantity, given by

2*Th syhih W"Cte t

* The sysdty kio bs jtr~tat\ i&.i., via.- the a Trq~

11; AVR~tor -Twtnv, rpcio, Ins that 40 U9 a kay factor

'&' t e £it t th e pto erti~ aC he r;es, frequ* ",y 121st-ad eabmve are

qualttitt's'yeyapplicatlo- to 61 aZov.tdhiack cotrol Uyvtta"asth have a

clanvu t47 cc-Oe b-aadvi'dth tho outpuc folo~ ta tb nu q4t

vhereag rat higlber ft~quva*ckn1 the outpuit will dtoip off In lte
relative, to the inpu~t '-thua the 16w frequtLrciaa aro ms4WAad 1 through.



. ~ the system while frequencies higher than the bandwidth 4re att numted or

'~"s not passaed.") The fourth property is a apecia1 one for superaugmented

systems which share the specific characteristics of the example case.

j It to one reflection of the idealized superaugmented situation wherein

onl y two param~eters, t te attitude lead (Tq) and crossover frequency

~ I ~(Ulf) define all the syoteA input/output characteriatice except the

. . .. . . . . .overall response scsling between output alid input.

Another manifestation of the -wo-parameter character of the ideal-

Iized superaugmented aircraft can be seen in connection with thL 'aaXiuum
pic .-Ate ovrsoo eru l/n* This is shown in Figure 18. The

. .. . .. .. . .possible variation in damping ratio, overshoot, and twrmslized rilse timne

is encompagsed by tnie straight line superimposed on the now familiar

~' Ibarkgzounci plot. Notice that for a noripalized rise time of 1, the damp-

Iing ratio is .5 and the undamped natural frequency iB IfT . At thf.q

othc-r en6 ii a normalijced rikie time of 0.5, accompanied by a -!and

W1 q'!w ZT Any AsYatem between theae two extremes has excellent

closed-loo, contr-ol, syateim stability, and ý.argina- Again the pars-

meters tahi~ch aet the actual 1,cao o-tea taiable line are the

~ tcroasovor frequen,-y, t%, and the control aystem lead time conotant, T

it in instructive to compare the pitch overahoot -variation vith

atatir irargin of Figure 14 for conventional aircraft vwith the Figure 18

ýiw of overshoot for siperaugme-nted 4irplanes. In the on* cAvQ the per-

nitted -~ariable ic the vay the aircraft is balanced, i.e., the stttic.
grin, whra ntT te h product provides the variation.

:-~The firat thing to notice ia that the. trando are in samawhat differant.

ciircc~ton. rlative to the b-.ckgiound consatnt damping ratio (() coordi-

na t isor the conventional arafincreased static ausrgil ha. aj-n~ion nrsei h n~pd"ua freque ~cy w.1 ier as in

the norv.alize4 rio;2 time. This aspect iQ aisilar to Otht for w.-;t.

norvmalized riste tin*,. 1/7 w, for tho superauWited alreraft. !I thia

lk other~ hand tho daumping ratio oi the short jxriost dietra~ and t h

R ovearshoot incre~a-ea fa, -:,kenii$~ alrerift, vm!I the opS'-o*ita
'or5
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A major distinction can also be made between the superaugmeneted and

conventional aircraft with reference to the aerodynamic characteristics

Aich underlie their responses. For the conventional aircraft, even in V

the short period, the stability derivatives ZH and 1% together With

their variations vith flight condition, are major Soverning parameters.

When the complete three-degree-of-freedom airplane, characteristics are

also taken into account, severpl more derivatives become importanti

(e.g., ZU31 MUD ý, etc.). On the other hand., to the extent that the

aug-mentatioft system can Le made to approach the auperaugmented charac-

teristics, the aerodynamic parameters of Importance reduce to the sur-

face effectivenoss, M6 Potential. variations in other derivatives must,

of course, be assessed in the design process to assure that no possible

variation could upset this applecart, but in actual system operation the

primory sensitivity and variations of interest are those of M6. In some

ways, this sparsity of airplanu-characteristic-dependence for aircraft

which approach the superaugmented state. offers a major advantage. Tha

system which provides superaugmentation will itself be complex in that

it is multiply redundant, yet the properties of any single channel of

the multiple redundant system are extremely simple, otraightforvard, and

sensitive to ouly a very few parameters. Thus, the concept of a

"simplex"1 multiple redundant augmentor has sowe appeal and mears further

consideration.

Finally, the ultimate comparison of the conventional and superaug-

mented vehicles is connected with the closed-loop precision path concrol

flying quality aspects. Referring to Figure 5, we can now indicate Vhy

the augmente~d ai::craft pitch dynamics block was not made more specific

in terms of the subscripts for the quantities in the transfer function

incorporated there. The attitude lead is now no longer To , but the

control system lead T., while the undaraped natural frequency and damping

ratio are unrelated to those of the conventional short period. Thus,

the ougmented aircraft pitch attitude dynamics are potentially funds'-

mentally different than those of a conventionally augmented aircraft.

Not the least important of these difforences is the replacement of the
12lead by Tq for nov the attitude lead is not the same as the path/
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attitude ree Law 14S ~ 66 UIsT for both the conventional and super-

auipmted e~tw elaw) f ta isting m~araugmented vehicles, there is

poftenti aw4Ual diffeeac i t e b etwic high-f eu c twson pr oderte, mayob

ofinstance, ota impotae Otite flIng atpialaieroacd flyingh qualities

rehe vrch. Thei isprtac4 a. thhpostieaside coul occur beca-' ( hefrI espnse 25. Utarec,ritc fw pIte g attitud of t hespr indcauised super2ui-

0.nte ircraf offer asyq poteta benefit. Thidferne lietien thf funtionde

(ath lciated the efigur ie 15 lroiead by heavy atiugdentato is wenlexaple

rfsm ftesea. Thempretance al the postive aspde ctoule aociueatsed ithe

flying qualities critetia aid others with the side effects introduced by

augmentor system. These topics will be described in the next section.

TR17816
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?lTLERIN 4AM IDEMZA U BLO W OLY

Much of the last section waa devoted to a development of the slimi-

*larities and differences in precisio~n path cuttrol for different cate-

gories of effective airplane dynamics. yNgn~a 19 shows a sioplified

* comparison of conveational and heavily augmented aircraft dynamics. The

latter represents the closed-loop dynamics of the aircraft plus aug-

mentor when idealized at the superaugmented extreme. The two blocks for

each case constitute the effective aircraft dynamics portion of the

total precision path control system of Figure S. An demonstrated in the

laot section and remarked many times, the distinction between conven-

tional and supersa.gwented closed loop aircraft/augmentation system

dynamics is present in th~e pitch attitude characteristics block.

Although the forms are the same, the parameteri are different in both

the numerator lead and the denominator quadratic which describes the

aircraft's high frequency (short-time) attitude response characteria-

tics. In review, the key distinctions made in the last chapter are:

both conventional and superaugmented aircraft;

* The augme'nted aircraft pitch attitude short-term charac-
teristics differ in that:

1) The lead Te for the conventional aircraft is the

same as thl path/attitude lag whiereas the lead
for the superauguented Qaircraft Tq may be quite
different from To2

K 2) The undamped natural frequency and damping of the
effective short-period mode for the conventional

y aircraft depends primarily on aircraft flight
condition, vesthercock stahiliLy, and pitch damp-
ing (sometimes augmented).
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3) The undamped natural frequency and damping for
the superaugmented aircraft depends predominantly
on the augmentation system (lead and gain) and

& aircraft control effectiveness (M6 ) parameters.

* The low frequency and trim characteristics for the conven-
tional aircraft are not reflected by the short-period
attitude dynamics approximation, whereas the super aug-
nmented aircraft pitch attitude dynamics are appropriate
for low frequency and trim.

With the-le differences now established as at least idealizations,

the key question is what effect, if any, do they hare on flying quali-

ties and safety? Unfortunately, the answer to this question is not yet

in. Specific research addressed to these problems is needed on both a

* generalized, i.e., for transports as a class, and ad hoc basis specific

to a particular transport configuration. What we shall attempt below is

a resume of current status on these issues.

At the outset it should be recognized that almost all of the cri-

• I teria and the very great preponderance of flying quality research data

which underlie the various flying quality criteria were obtained on air-

craft in the conventional category. The flying quality data base for

heavily augmented and superaugmented aircraft is exceedingly sparse. In

fact, much of the available data base and even some of the relevant cri-

teria in the existing or proposed Military Specification (References 17

and 30) cannot be used directly for superaugmented aircraft. A recently

completed study in which all available criteria were considered for a

particular superaugmented aircraft - the Space Shuttle Orbiter -

showed that they were sometimes inapplicable or gave very ambiguous and

confusing results (Reference 25).

One of the pioneering attempts to specify the flying qualities of a

• / celaxed static stability vehicle derives from the Space Shuttle Orbiter.

Because this vehicle under piloted control is always an "effective vehi-

)÷ "~ 4cle" which inherently interaingles airfrase-alone with some augmenta-

tion, this specification from the outset considered only the aircraft/(augmentor closed-loop system characteristics. The Shuttle flight con-

trol system is flight critical, so no attention was paid to aircraft-

- alone dynamics in the requirements. Time pecifications also relate

" 'K'' TR- 1A78-l 66
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directly to dos pitch 04tita& coatrol, with no specific mention to path

kcoatrol f..ur~ss Ie *w tatmots are givea in two parts. The f irst
part is quOa1S4ive arn ZeSW that ase system shall provide a pitch

- ~~rate output psL alto pilot inputs. This is accomplished using an

aumintatio* tq~qo *eick to *Wivalent to the one we have been using in

our ow"Ples CUVgW* 15), Jb second part in more quzntitative in char-

act:r sad pwavddgi I4.ts m tke maximum and mniClaum steady-state pitch
rate tht ca b eons~d &d atim doin ounaryspecification for

transient responses. Only the latter "~ of interest to us here. The

original subsonic pitch rate response boundaries, from Reference 26, are

shown in Figure 20. These boundarien' have shifted somewhat during the

Shuttle's 4I*velopmest, with tke present (Reference 27) set also shown in

Figure 20.

1.5

11.

qa

...... .

S1973 Boundaries

0

Tim* (sec)

figure 20. Ieia"Ulry Usme Domain Response Boundaries for

1.1.~a US~1 Aircraft
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Perhaps the most constraining characteristic of these boundaries is

the overshoot limit nt 1o3. As can be seen by examining Figure 18, this

"maximum pitch rate overshoot for an idealiied superaugmented aircraft
requires a minimum damping ratio greater than 4 - 0.7. Further, because

1 of the constrained connections between the variables for our idealized

• Jsuperaugmented configurations, the maximum normalized rise time of the

pitching velocity response would be less than 0.7. Also from Figure 18,
using the upper scale, Tq Wn!2 would have to be greater than 0.71 or so.

All of these are needed to live within the max q/qs, overshoot boundary

of 1.3. Fox a typical case, if we assume a rise time of 1 second to

stay well ,i•thin the lower bound, then the crossover frequency, Wc.,

will be 1 red/sec. Then using the above cited exemplary numerical

values and the formulas of Table 2, the control system (and effective

aircraft pitch attitude) lead time constant Tq will be approximately

2 sec. The dynamics of the quadratic mode will then be C /' 0.7 and

S0.7 rad/sec.

Transient responses for approach and cruise flight conditions of the

generic RSS transport (Appendix A and Reference 24) used in this study
are given in Figure 21. These responses are generally within the time

response boundaries shown in Figure 20. The cruise response overshoot

is essentially on the upper boundary. AM already demonstrated by the

simple numerical example above, this overshoot boundary will be a criti-

cal and highly constraining factor on any aircraft which has effective

dynamics approaching those of the idealized superaugmented configura-

tion.

While we hold no thesis for the pitch rate time rea.onse boundaries
of Figure 20, they do appear to encompass the responses for our generic

RSS aircraft cud are generally compatible with the Shuttle itself, which

iv also an RSS aircraft. The boundaries can thus at least be considered

exemplary, and can be used as a convenient freawvork from *Aich to con-

sider possible diatiuctions between conventional and heavily augmented

aircraft. We shall use thew in this strawvan role baelo to serve a a

backdrop for data comparisons.
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Figurt 21. Generic RSS Transport Closed-Loop Pitch Rate
Resp~ses to Step Inputs
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The best and most: current set of flight data for conventional air-

craft precision path control is prooshly the landing and approach higher

order system (LAHOS) study of Reference 28. These experiments used the -
* ~Calspan variable stability NT-33 oircraft I.n an approach and landing

task. The evaluation flights weve cont~inued through touchdown. A large

number of configurations were evaluated, usually by two pilots, with

repeat evaluations being made randomly for many of the configurations.

We have selected six of these configurations, aur-arized in Table 3, as

"d ~ being particularly relevait to the points at issue here. Three of the

six selected LAHOS configurations exceeded the exemplary time dowe~in RSS

aircraft boundaries, and three had responses within those boundaries.

Both sets are shown in Figure 22. With a pilot rating of 3-1/2 as a

... boundary between desirable and undesirable workload, corresponding

approximately to the HIL-Spec Level I flying quality category, Fig-

ure 22a indicates that conventional configurations with good flying

I ~qualities may not meet the exemplary RSS boundaries. In fact, the over-

3hoots are higher than would be allowed by the exemplary boundaries

while the damping ratios are of ten considerably less. On the other

~ "'. - ~hand, the three configurations which have responsee which fall within

the exemplary boundaries have overall pilot ratinge between f and 7. ItI will be recalled that pilot ratinas of 6.5 correspond to conditiona

£ where adequate performance cannot be attained with a tolerable pilot
w')rkload. These configurations, therefore, demand excessive workload

. and pilot compensation for control purposes. They Are all poor from the

flying qualities standpoint, aiid border on the unsafe by virtue of the

poor cont. ol and high workload. Incidently, the flight path/attitude

la6 for both good and bad configurations is '/TO2  0.714 see~ Since

# 4 . this feature is the same for all, the rating differences aer probably

~. asuociated with the attitude componvnt of precision path control.

Thui, the LAXUS data indicate thzt conM'etional PIrcreft w~h$ch do

meet the exemplary boundaries can havo whra

tm whc -4 -not can h~ave Soo4 flyAjnj t~4iea soded the marked
~imilarity between some of those resopinses showi in )figure 22b aud the

.4~ .remponses of the generic RSS heavily auguented aircraft in Figure 21

J.
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TABLE 3

I ~~SUW"IAY OF SELECTID CONF~IGUR~ATIONS FROM REFERENCE 28

OVERALL
CONFIGU- IIORMALIZED PITCR ATTI- COOPER-IL-WER

RATION TUDE TO STICK FORCE PILOT RATING AVERAGE

TRANSFE 28)CIO PILOT A jPILOT b

't~ j CONFIGURATIONS OUTS IDE EXEMPLARY BOUNDARIES

* 2-1 .U74 2 2 2s([.57, 2.3]

t~**.~ '-3-C 136.1)(.)2 5 3.5
s(10.)(.25, 2.21

4-C 4]4(.)3 3 3
s(10.)(1.06. 2.01

-#.~.. ~ ICONFIGURATIONS INSIDE EXEMPLARY BIOUNDARIES

4-0 e~~(I.O8)(4.09)6 -6

4-34;2:2(4O 8. 6.5

¶ 4-4 .a(l.42)(2.82)(4.82)66.

4 - 7 6 i .

Notation$~ (,tT) 3 + /T [C -l 2 a
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r~ould he used to support a contention ,Zhat the flyinig qualtti.,ýs of the

generic RSS aircraft would be pvor. [Recognize Lhz' logicaiLy ~ver

all that ean be &rid to t~iis pjoint is that the exem~plary boundaries are

not suitable to define good flying qualities for cp veuL onal aircraf t.I

There ia, of course, another interpretation.~ Thsisqieiial

that, as wa have emaphasized all along, superaugnented aircraft are dif-

ferent in their characteristles and are not appropriately ju4ged by data

from conveiitional configurations. With this intiorpretation. th* extap-I lary boundaries or something 2imilar could conceivably still encompass

*the reallonses of hesvily or supersugmeted airctaft whih have good fly-

-ing qualities. Unfortunately, there are very few 4~t.9 available %Mich

apply to heavuly augmentedJ aircraft as considered toerein art ever, less

data which are pertinent to the idealired supe~rauguented condition. A

very recent study, however, does contain one data point which do"a

inded pprach hesuperaugmented situaticn. TAhla appeara in Reier-

enve 29, which examined the handling qualities of large airplanes in~ the

~ approach and landing pbase kising the USAF-AYFWAL/Calopan Total In-Flight

r -. Simulator. The study slimulatod a I willioni pound utatically unstable

..................... airplane aa the RSS baseline vehicle. 14averal control syste-ma Used to

N ~tabilize the aircraft were txamined. Among th-see- was 'ne which corres-

Q) porded to the aitgrentor of Figure 15. (Me of the eases studied had

r1 sufficiently higrh cctntrol system gain to approach the supersug~zentation

~ ~deallz~rion. This resons-e is showni In Figure 2.3. eo.rw ot
~1K~while leae than the maximus In the exe~aplary boundnwy is extevided aocia-

what further andi the rise tint La also fairly l~arge. Nonathelees. this

.. \~ Ipitch ritte response is not too far revoved from the ezepplary bo'jnda-

rtea. This configuration was *vsluatwd by both evaluatiou pilots Use4

In the study and received Senerally go< ratio.66. In Its second *valu.a-
I' ~tion by one pilot, in fact, it w~as givtn a Gooper-4isrpar rating of I

which is oxtritmely uwwtsual (the @as pilot iaitially evaluated it as 4).

The pilot commentary Indicates initial problest in trin. basically to

actempting to "Keep the airspaed 4nd attitude organitew." After

.- '*... .. fasailiarization, however, the. saa pilot noted that "Airspeed cOiutrol isa

excelel.nt. Once I get It triumme up it virtually holds the airsp*ad,
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0 Aircrzaft usi~ig the example augmentation system
can possess good prerision path control. flying
characteristics.

SThe lizits and aenitavity on flying qualitlee
for heavily ougmented airerrnft are not yet
def ined.

B. PITAT CA VARIATION V=i 8flU 311MTW

Among the most f undsmental provisions of the FAMS for stability and

control of Part 25 aircraft are those callted out in Sections 25.171

(General) and 25.173 (Static Longitudinal Stability). These, in

evnenc'e, require that

"The airplAihe mist bQ longitudinally,, *stable*.*' tt

HA pull must be requived to obtain and naintait,
speeds below tb-a apeciflad trim opted, vad a push
must be iorquirad to obtain and maintain speeds above
the apecified trim speed.."

I ~"The airopeed taust rntuzi to w~ithbfr 10 poccent of the
original trip, epoed for thk cllvbý approach, and
landiag conditions ..eaud to within 7.5 percent of the
original trim speed &'Or the cruising condititine * *hen
the control force Is slowly released frog any ape*A

4 ~within the rangeov5ecifted,..ta

A "The average g&Z-dfent uf the stable slope of the
stick force* vs. speed curve may not be less than 1 lb
for ctach 6 kta".

'I A rigid conatructionist, reading ol! cho P4as would be that uo aperiodic

~divergence& are paral -ttd and that otick force per mile per hour must

have 3 stable gradiai~tv For a conventional aircraft (with fully-powered

surface actuators and sow~ control systam friction so that stick-free

ani stich'-fizeJ characteristics are the esam)j, these statement* ate

equivalent. This can be seen by considering the *teady state anale of

attack,* epted, aud attitude transfer functione for an elevator inpot.

I4~'~~' ~When the efzectii of pitching aw~utte do* to speedl change associated with

the atsbilit7- derivative W.~ ore isior*41, thaw~ steedy-stata tranfer

functions are given by:

W)
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The term in brockets asaocistmd with $ /6 i. nornally positive. Thuse

equations can be interpreted es follows. FoT a Po9ventioual, statically

stable aircraft (C % < 0) with stable phugold wdwe, an up elevator coa-

mand (nogative elevator) will ultimately yiOld a positive &lgle of

attack, a, a positive pitch angle, 0 (nose up), and a nerat.Lve speed

change, u (slow down). Because the a$teraf is autically stable there

will be no aperiodic divergencaa. When the ofta of N is changed, all

these trends reverse. Aeciapanyiug these changes will be an aperiodic

instability introduced by the .egative static margin.

The above relationships can be put into another useful form by cou-

side-zing ratios of spe.4 to suile of attack end attitude to angle of

attack for elevator control inputs only. The"e are given by

-T 2

At eu bo coon, #thee ratios are subatantially 1ndeqpdent of the staeLe
margin and wouth•reock stability parameters l~. Th*y aWe, thezrforse

essentially invariant with the deree of relae* static stobility.
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If the control surface deflection, 6, in the above expressions is

approximately projxortionxal to stick force then the expression for u/6

can be taken anz a aurroSOae for~ the inverse of stick force per unit

speed change. It will be recalled that the inverse of the path angle

lag ia given approximately by the heave damping, -Z.ý,, which itself

varies directly wiLh speed: Consequently, the spited change per unit

surface deflecti,.n will very a3 the cube of the trim speed. Because the

j stick force per unit speed change is proportional to tht inverse off ~'f8,tho sti-k force gradient with speed becomes very flat at highft  j speeds. This caa make it quite difficult to meet the numerical value of

1 1 lb for eanh 6 kta when the speed gets high enough.

The simple relationships indicated above lend some insight to the

original construction of the FARs and at least some of their potential

I meaning. The requirement for a positive stick force gradient with speed
chinge for conventional 4ircraft fundamentally assures the absence of an

aperiodic divergence) and also permits triaability in both a short and

4long term framework. 1h ere is probably no simpler measurement to make

in flight than stick force as a function of trival peed, so the statement

~ 9 of the requireiment in these terms permits a straightforivard test

sequence to assure compliance.

F When transonic effects enter, the pitching moment per unit speed

change (proportional to K.) cannot be ignored. The condition for neu-

tral stability is then no longer Mw~ - Me 0; but, instead -u~

Mu w 0. If. however, the stick force gradient Is stable, all the

other trendrs mentioned above still apply.

Let us turn now to a relaxed static stability aircraft equipped with

a heavy augmentation system of the type shown In Figure 15 or its

. equivalent* For this *ircraft/auguentor combination, the closed-loop

system will be stable and will exhibit no *periodic divergencoe. The

basic system, hovevcr, is one which is rate-command/attitude hold, so

that the pilot cotamad 6. gives rf~sa to a pitch rate (even In the
p

steady state) rather than to a (steady state) pitch attitude as in the

conventional aircraft. The control system when not activated by the

pilot thus fundamentally maintains the airplane trim In attitude, ratherC)
40



than in angle of attack (or its surrogate, speed). The stick force

gradient with speed is, in fact, zero. As noted in connection with the ( )
pilot comments for the simulated superaugmented airplane configuration

of Figure 23, these effective vehicle dynamics were favorably

considered. Remarkably, no comment was made directly connected with the

neutral gradient of the stick force per kt. tndirectly, however, the

initial familiarization required to '"eep the airspeed and attitude

organized" was noted.

There are few topics in aircraft stability and control and flying

qualitias that can generate more heated debate (and, conversely, less

enlightenment) than the need for a positive as opposed to neutral stick

force gradient with speed. As should be apparent from our introductory

discussion above this is a bootless issue on conventional aircraft flown

with a margin of static stability. Yet, even here, the gradient inevit-

ably approaches zero as speed is increased. For heavily augmented or

superaugmented aircraft with the exemplary system of Figure 15 or an

equivalent augmentation, the issue becomes very important, for speed

stability is inherently neutral as seen from the pilot's control point,
~y .

There are many simulations and flight experiment results with aug-

mentation systems akin to that of Figure 15 wherein the neutral speed

stability has not been an important issue when contrasted with the very

favorable features provided by the rate command/attitude hold augmenta-
tion (e.g. References 31, 35). The need for positive stick force sta-

bility with pitch rate command attitude hold systems was specifically

addressed in the flight tests of References 35, 36. The conclision was

that there were no clear advantages to positive over neutral speed eta-

bility, at least when the aircraft was operated at the bottom or front

side of the thrust required versus speed curve. The fundamental atti-

tude stability, as opposed to veathercock stability, is ordinarily very

favorable in terminal operations and other conditions wherein atnow-

pheric disturbances can seriously affect precision path control. Also,

the rate comand/attitude hold properties of such systems are ordinarily

viewed with favor. Oa tho other hand, the pilot technique appears to
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require soft ftt~isl Ng4&4Sg4t~o, sepecially in landing. The ini-

tial teumitecy, 0"& to Opltly corrected by one or two practice

landings, to to U"4W#-

There is toosw to" - rate commoad/attitude hold systems which

has received sow pilot p4pato Coaei4or, for instance, that at the

outset of fle#4. th*e *trceft Is is trim *and the pilot begins to pull

back to reduce Owe elsA irroot As the aircraft begins to enter ground

effect the pilot in a cowvetional aircraft will tend to pull further.

Thus, in laoding a coavemtiuael aircraft without any trim adjustment,

the pilot is holding back pressure on the column. If now, a corrective

change is required in pitch attitude, the pilot accomplishes it either

by further back pressure or a slight release of the back pressure. For

the rate commnad/attityd hold type system, however, no back gressure is

held. Consequently, if the attitude is to be reduced, the pilot must

move the control forward from its neutral position. This feature of

rate command/attitude %9ld systems has sometimes been remarked as

undesirable.

(From the above commnets, it can be appreciated that a distinct

- tradeoff exists between the good features of aircraft which approach

7superaugmented coat iluratiesp oad a conventional statically stable air-

4~fcraft as far as the trimability features are concerned. Some have

~d~ solved" this type of pwablem by using a lag lead for the augmentor

equalization instead of tho iategrator lead combination of Figure 15

(References 4, 10, sad 12) at the coat of retaining a long term diver-

gence. Others have eoaeiderad the augmentation of or or instead of

creating a pitch attitude related stability. As we shall see later in

the next article$ these coa tatroduce unfavorable effects of a different

kind and are not ao aersigS forward in asmchanization, especially in

multiple redu#Adat f~lght erttical situations. The point of all of this

is that a tradeeft in d.e~afilo flight stability and control features

does appear to "lett which wem not coatompleted Iu the original con-

struirtion of the lPA~s Uia~ttrg research does not provide on unequivo-
/ ~ Cal answer, but 111ssedi, Imdicatee a tantaliuing set of promiese includ-

* / ~*,ing, in this particular 106atecep a potential for safety enhancement
(e.g. in visdaheers).fTh-1178-l 79
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In our consideration of relaxed static stability aircraft and the

effects of heavy augmentation thereon, we have relied heavily on the

generic RSS transport of Appendix A and the exemplary pitch rate command

attitude hold command augmentation system of Figure 15. The question

then naturally arises as to hov representative are c%.nclusions drawn

from these examples to other cases* Specifically, will an augmentation

system using a different system architecture result in significantly

eifferent conclusions and is the generic RSS transport aircraft, itself ,

re&sonably representative?

The second question is easily answered because the aircraft charac-

teristcs are more or less a composite of a typical wide body high sub-

sonic je,ý transport 41aed on an elaborate set of studies from the NASA/

Langley Enlargy Efficient Transport study. The primary issue that could

ue made relative to the aircraft-alone characteristics is the degree to

which the static stability is relaxed. In our example, we have per-

mutted negative static margins and have required that the control system

cope with the revulting aperiodic aircraft-alone divergence. This was

one of the characteristics uahich led to the sassumption of an essential

and hence* multiply redundant flight control system. Heavy, or even

super augmentation natui ally follows. The same and result can be reached

from another direction Aihere advanced technology flight control using

fly-by-wire or fly-by-lig'ht conc-ýpts is the starting point. Aiain,4 > ~essential configurations &A.'o zý ing multiple redundant control

systems im a natural consequei'ce and heavy augmentation is a reasonableId jfollow-on. On the other hand, rhera are advantagas to be gained in
V, energy efficiency mud performance that do not absolutely require opera-

tion of the aircraft alone in su unstable condition not a multiple

redundant fly-by-vir, or fly-by-light flight control. Instead, the Air-

craft-alone is still comfigured an stntleo4!y stable and a restricted

authority augmontor it, still applicable va Improve the flying qualittes.
This optiou, Which Is 0consistent with a conservative approach to new

TR-1170-1 s
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transport design is still sometimes referred to ts relaxed static sta-

bility (e.g., References 11, 32). These only slightly relaxed .tatic

stability aircraft, of course, fall outside our scope. As noted at the

outset of Section II, they do not fall into the category of heavily aug,

mented aircraft with essential augmentation. They are mentioned again,

here, primarily because of the semantics of "relaxed static stability"

concepts. Our concern throughout has been on craft where this relaxa-

tion is sufficient to require a multiple redundant e"sential augmenta-

tion system. On this basis, the types of aircraft-alone Instabilities

and the aircraft-aloný. dynamics represented by the generic RSS transport

aircraft of Appendix A are representative enough to permit the drawing

of conclusions on a general basis.

The augmentation system, on the other hand, has many possible alter-

natives to accomplish at least some of the same ends. The alternative

architectures, that is, feedback possibilities to accomplish desired

heavy augmentation are many and diverse as discussed in connection with

Table I of Section III. It was indicated there that two general effects

were important. The first was to increase static stability and the

second vms to improve the short period damping. Those quantities useful

for increasin the static stability fall into two fundamental categor-

iese The first invove creation of an effective pitching moment propor-

tional to an attitude quantity, such as the pitch attitude, 0, itself or

an integral of pitching velocity, fq dt. In this same class is the

integral of normal acceleration because a2 is a linear function of the
pitching velocity, q. With these systems, the effective aircraft
dynamics include a new or created stability derivative, such as No,

which is not present in the conventional aircroa t dynamics. T1h air-

craft tends to be attitude stable rather than stable relative to angle

of attack or speed. It, therefore, assums a rigWity to pitch attitude

rather thAn a stability relative to the air a8". the" types of sys-

tern therefore provide an attitude bold feature In addition to stabiliz-

Lug the divergence. At the sac* time, the speed stability for the

primary pilot command is neutral as discussed In the leat article,
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In counterdistinction to the attitude type of system are those

wherein an attempt is made to augment naturally occurring stability(
de~rivatives of the airplane alone for correction of a reduced static

margin. This implies augmentation of % or MuL. In either of these

cases, the speed stability will not be neutral. The nature of the speed

/stability, therefore serves as a fundamental distinction between Sys-

- I tems. This is reflected in Tables 4 and 5. Those systems with neutral

speed stability, that is systems based on attitude, pitch rate or normal

acceleration, are assigned to Table 4, whereas those with non-neutral

speed stability, based on angle of attack or speed, are listed in

Table 5.

Other important distinction between possible systems are very much

architectural dependent. These are considered side effects and can be

more or less corrected by increasing the degree of complexity in the

Aff system design. They amount to those incidental features of a particular
,;~( system mechanization which are over and above its primary purpose of

improving static stability and short period damping. In the exemplary

system, the primary side effect was the need to provide an up elevator

compensation in turns proportion to R0 tan 0,0 to offset the steady state

~4~Ipitching velocity that occurs in turning. In Table 4 the exemplary

j system is the second one listed, fq dt, q + de. Ao noted previously,
pitching velocity, q + 6., will go a long way toward improving- the

characteristics but will not completely reduce the divergence.

r When other sensors, such as normal accelerometers, pitch gyros, etc*
are uaed, the side effects may became more inuvolved. They derive, in

general, from three sources.

0 Biases associated with rtclr tun
t a ael In N sysaxe. *4go, no lr e-* SC ,eeo -
meer pc up tittlaclrto s~ h

augmentatioa eyatew Ideally t6aeds only accolera-
tion perturbed froic steady state conditions,

TU-1178-1 8
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TABLE 4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURAL POSSIBILITIES.AND IIECHANIZATIONAL
SIDE EFFECTS FOR SUPERAUGMENTED AIRCRAFT

Systems Based on Attitude, Pitch Rate, or Normal Acceleration

q4 6 e
Reduces divergences, but does not get all the way to stability.
Requires some up-elevator relief in turns; e.g., qe . q - R, tan 4o

fq dt, q + 6e

"Generally suitable for complete correction of instability.
Requires up-elevator relief in turns; e.g., q. - q - Ro tan 00

faz dt, Gwoq + 6e (Gwo " Washout equalization)

Corrects for instability when operating on the frontaide of the
speed/power curves. Can have backside instability and
equivalent backside in climbs.

Has bias (az 0 1 g) when accelerometer is not oriented along
stability axis for level flight; further bias in climbs and
dives; yet another bias with a roll limit cycle.

Requirec up-elevator relief in turns; e.g., az - az - cos Oo sec to
plus increment for q feedback in turn entr9/exit.

Requires more airspeed compensation than attitude-based systems.

I/ATo 2a + i)fUq dt, Gwoq + 6e [Pseudo a.)

Generally suitable for complete correction of instability (replaces
dy/dV-based limitations with I/To8 ; removes accelerometer bias
issues).

Requires up-elevator relief in turns.
Requires more airspeed compensation than attitude-based system.

0, 0 6Se
Generally suitable for complete correction of instability.
Gain changes in turns, vith associated Fa/S lghtening. etc.Requires elevator signal relief (trim) for 0 .

•,q or 0, Gwoq + 6e

Generally suitable for complete correction of instability*
Gain changes in clir~bintg/diving turns.
Climb/dive steady-state signal relief.
Requires up-elevator relief in turn entries/exits, de pandilg on

specific& of Gve.

A,
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TABLE 5. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURAL POSSIBILITIES AND !4ECRANIZATIONAL
SIDE EFFECTS FOR SUPERAUM(NTED AIRCRAFT
Systems Based on Angle of Attack or Speed

'3A, q Or 01A, Gwoq 6e (G'A -aerodynamic ai)

Generally suitable for correction of instability.
Phugoid not such modified if Gw focuses only on high frequencies.
Gust sensitivity associated with QA.
abias position and scale factor error* (ai sensor installation).
Requires trim set point.
Requires up-elevator relief in turn entrieslexita, depending on

specific$ of Gw.~,

Cl 1 , q or al Gw0q + e (ai" inertial at)

Generally suitable for correction of instability.
Phugoid not much modified if G,~ focuses only on h~ig frequencies.
Requires trim set point.
Requires up-elevator relief in turns, depending on apecifics of Go

I ~Variants of ac SYstefA,

U0  X~

and other asans of computing a.

u1 , Gvoq do~ (u, inertial u)

'~ t.Generally suitable for correction of the instability.
Hay be subject to *xceizaive pitching Vith a u8 inupu
Must establish a set point or trim& U -U

Phugoid damaping ratio is reducod if Gwo focu~sa ouly oa high
~ .. ~frequencies.
k~Requires~ up-elevator rellie in turua, d/aptudinu ou specifica of 10

uA, SGýOq 60

Asin item above. #vcedVtU.

I ~Scale smd bias .orrove astociated with u sec~ot installatiou.
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:"v 'J
*The degree of airspeed c~ompensation for adjuait-

mant of the augmentor system total open loop
Sk-gain. This differs with the nature of the sensor

- iLL(e.g., a~ has a component Uoq so normal accelero-
meter based aysteas will typically require a
greater range of airspeed compensation than will
6 or q based systems).

0 The potential for correctiton of the -#periodic
divergence is different for different feedback
quantities (e-g., the az/Se airplane transfer
function ha~s a lov f,:equeucy rerro I/ w hich
can, itself, be negative. When this is ih~e case,

-. the divergence due to the negative etatic margin
cannot be stabilized but simply .approaches the
value ofa Th)

Tbe4 summarizes these side effects for the attitude type neutral --ts-

bility systems. The effects on flying quali~ias depend inhereni ly on

the degree to which these characteristics are corrected. Clearly, on a

I ~multip>le redundant system, the comaplexity of correction in a major iusue

f 1 snce any single channel should be made as simple and troublef 2Cas

j possible. The issue for a given oyetem thert bwcomea howj far one msut go

to correct the aide effect created by the architectu~res solected. These

are matters iwhich have not been investigated or, a couprehansivo basis

Ifor the typP of systems deacribed in Table 4. At precant, they would

~ .~ Ihave to be considered on an ad hoc baois for aach heavily augxented RiS

~ jtransport design. The table in this senae, aimply precentot a checklist

for particulir denign possibillits.

On the more general question of the broader applicabllitv of reault.

s,.-base~J on the exemplary system, ouch as those asoocieted with T *ad

T4 T 2 . it can be stated that they are pertinvot to the systew poesibili-

> >ties of Table 4. The ricasn to that for all of these ayotems.s the

higher frequency properttes. approach those of the oupersug~guted idecl.1

Conoequently. the Lissuca draurn provi9*aly bay,. a h~igh degre. of &a er~l-

ity fo., system* covered by Table 4.

(1,13) (lYtdW) vwaen sxprew~ed In degr.oaAmot.
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Relaxed static stabibtity airc-raft which are heavt.1y augmented with

systems based on annige of attack or speed to correct any static diver'--

gences have effective aircr~aft dynamic characteristics which 4re easen-j ially conventional in forms. T'his i-ý particularly true ae, far a,
piloted control is concerned because the derivatives Me~ or Mufor static

I stability correction are simply augmiented to stabilizing l.evels. )V.,r

aircraft responsee to diaturbanceg howaver, a distinction between con-

ventional and heavily augmented aircraft ~ay be pertinent depen'.4ia uponi
the nature of the sencors used in the augment*U~on &y"tem, I'he l~istur-

bance sensitivities will specifirally depend on ehether en angle of

attack system is based upon an inertial or terodynamic angle ot attack;

similarly, for a speed systema on whether inertial or air speed is used.

A The primaary difference,, however, between these type of systemsn and

those based upon some form of attitude is in the nature of the stabiliz-

Thi is ineesnce aweathercoc~k stability and may involve significant

to hanes ro a rimor et&'?eed U. T1here can be signi~ficant soeni-

jaircraft must pitch to accouplish a balance of fore and aft force..

N''Jteither the anglt of attackno arttlrie fedck ae

especially simple to instruawant,, particularly on a tfdtiple redund.nt

baoia. Systo-me of this typo are wor4 likely to imrvolve sophisticated

state reconstrtartton til.tere or observers and computation to generate

2the oppropriate feodback aignals. Unlika the attitude varitty feed-

back*, Ohieb do -an -%-cellant job in stabilizing the Phugoid nhor~czteris-

ties,, angle of attack and. speod are by the~uolvoo not partitularly valu-

oble Iit ir.iprovi"S the phiuboid Indeed, S,~vra ipae

the phugoi'i oscillation has very am-.all *t~le of attack chan.~es. T. e

stability derivative, N., tends to affect the phurboid freiquzncy rather

than its d~iaing. which would require the areatioi of a nev derivativq.

K..This typa of phugold damping Laprovemat, tdifortunately, etan erete

"TU-1781 6



some exciting pitching motions uiien the aircraft im disturbed br fozurw

Q.gusts or shears. Consequently, in both types of @yete"s$ a certain

amount of pitching velocity or Its equivalent is desirable at phugoid

frequencies to improve the phugoid d&aipinga These are indicated by the

Gw q terms in Table 5, which signify a vashed-out pitching velocity

feedback or its equivelent. This type of feedback is, of course, also

very effective for short period damping augmentation. When it is toed

for this purpose, w~ith gains that~ are suitable for relatively heavy aug-

meritld aircraft, then the effeetive short period characteristics are

dominated by the pitching velocity feedback. They can then be very

similar to those of the attitude bosed systems as far as the short term

I time response characteristics are concerned.

The list of side ef fects for the angle af attack or speed base sys-

tems does not compare favorably with those for the attitude systems so

heavily augmented aircraft using a~ or U as basic feedback quantities are4 1 probably not as likely as the rate-cummund/attitude-hold type system.
This statement applies especially wh~en the augauetor iv at the essential

level rather than on a dual or single thread non-flight critical basis*

Because pitching velocity feedbacks are likely to be present with

relatively high gains in the Table 5 systems, the Seueral issue of a

distinction between so effective pitch attitude numerator load, Tq con-

trasting with the flight path lag, To present In the idealized super-

augmented cernfiguration is potentially present with these systems as

well.* Thus the conclusions previously drawn on this issue and those of

the distinctions between wn and r. with the convention~al aircraft chort

~4 *period dynemics wi.il apply. Thus, the Seneral distinction between

heavily auge .ited and conventional aircraft developed using the specific

~_ ~ Iexample of the Figure 15 exemplary augmentation system and the generic

RSS transport aircraft will apply to some extent for al1 heavily ang-

mont-ed systems covered by Tables 4 and 3,

In the actual selectiou of an augueatation system archisteoture# th*

~: -j factors summarized In Ta~4ea 4 and 5 are amoft tbo wajr Issues. Yaw-1.
i~ ever, in the design solectiort, the moatUspomt.zt cacto art. tir comi

parative simplicity as multiple-redundant system entities and t~alx

TR-1178-1 8



inherent reliability MO, W&Intgi!a~blity as atrinp.. In addition
to t~te Table 4-5 facter§, euch &e #qnoý $Jit'~s aud a teed for Correc-

I tion of stendy-6tate errors, additional COUPý.-darstioun such as relative(-
scale factors as installad, pickup of unvw'ite siInlurblt in

normasl operations and maintenance. o~se of checking, etc - are also of

major importane.~ When all of these factors are considared, In addition

to those summrized, the rtat-caawid/attitude4eold category ropr'osented

In the !able 4 architectures will probably prevail in sowe fors or

A eoý_ýon feature of all hesavily augameted aircraft is the introduc.-
tion by the ,ontrol ayetc. of additional lags %hich mey tend to delay

the aotuol aircraft raspý,nse buildup. The idealized response show in

Filzure 8 starts vith awz Instantaneous pitching acceleration for a stop

c(ýi, surface iuputý In actuality, this ree~ns* mvill appear more as

shown in Figure 24. kecaose of the lags, after a a.ep input is instan-

taneously applied there wiil be avery gradual buildup befors the pitch-

ing acceleration begins to ramp off. This initial buildup delay i*iiesaily measured by a delay tins Td. Although the diecussion of this
delay has been deferred to this pointq it is the last item listed In the

I Table 2 cewapriaon of pitch attitude response parameters for conven-
tioVAl and superaugstinted aircraft.

In all the responses and exasple analyses described proviously, the

explicit assumption was that actuation sensings, filtering, and other
h real system lags were ignored. The delay time accounts for these.* In

the conventional aircraftl, Id will be d&e primarily to the mutfeco actu-~

'~ ator and any additional lags that may be present in the manual control

aytstNm It, !characteristically. is relatively swall, typical actua-

tars, !or example, appear like first order systems with tiao constants

on the ordef, of 0.05 see or so for owaa amplitudes of trcvwmet- Thus,

.......... fair a coaveatiimoal aftPlane with a state of the arti, fully powered, Our-fac Gaslg'~txadMOS oto 7tfotAagtv !
it&yeytpial ol" ( /0w

5,
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Witt. heavily aupmeted or superaugmented aircraft a dditloaml Conl-

alda~tlas ener. As it turns ouall tand o Ltaeth ea

tiae. The baowline Is, of course, the surface actuator "hred with a (
COUVentlonal counterpart* Th. relexed static stability aircraft which
relies on the sagmentation to meotors favorablR stability properties

denaaads a controller-'aircraft system ialulu bandwidth whith to charac-

teriatically greater thou that present with a datu only Angssateor

Because of this, the augwantation system bandwidtb. for rigid body con-

trol comes clceer to Intruding an the higber frequenoy flexible modes of

the aircraft. So that these flexible &Wasa do sot become Isportant In
the aircraft/augmantor systea stability, filters or* often used In the

ceta yte oatnut yt sigals which my :ie. due to the

low frquecy it~tlydemedflexible, madss. This con be dose using

cInther s or notch fil sterig filer. are sImes frequi=7red fsor e-

tain sensrvs, such as tirmal accelerameters, to reduce =wavnted Inputsjfron the local vib ratoy ontusnts Mas fitr as' to the 0o
constant o~e pure time 4alay elements may be prevent. For 1fcatance, if

the controller ii digtult a pure timde 4lay is Introduced due to coam-

pu~ting "Leations and fil'ering nasy be Inserted for ni~-aliatAns at the

Input and sfoothiog digital. to analog convoersons at the output.

Ffnally,s if tite pn~ot c-mmand Input Is ae ollabc-4 vie a aidvatick
or low-forca-i.nput *!ontrol riluwa In a Oly-byuIwire (or light) controller

installation, the manipulr'-ir vi&11 transmit eoth the desireble coharent

pilot command sISnals and undesirable pilot-leducad not"e. Th e tter

omy be, the rancon fluctuttions In pilot control OveaeiS.9 eaesmouly

ci~errerd to as rewant. or may be move excessivwe to vibrauo-w.7 euViree-

Mants'* tn eithwc ewents the pilot IWnducd notie* to Or'inarly quitet 4 ~wide band, whereas the appropriate coamd tol l *g av. w mach zaravro.e in
-~~~ ftequency coutent. ~I~ MMtIP641oS aW40" sebtocftly "I 4441e. tfil-

torftg hettzt& It to presetwied to the tt4gh cmstwoller



All of thes" typos of ftIltering sand time delays are called *at In

the exemplary 7igure 13 s upmutaion oystem. Thair associated legs are
individually quite =mall. bmwae, uslesa great care to taken In the

detailed daeign of the ussiptalator and other controller characteristies,

they can add up to a 8sisblo quantity. In fact, for the Approach and

Land Test (ALT) version of the Space Shuttle Orbiter, such time delays

approached 0.45 see. T'io intessive delay pushed the ALT veruion of the

Shuttle pitch rate response to or past the lower boundary of its own

specification (Figure 20) which vs have wsed herein as exemlary

boundaries to provide a strawm~an frame of reference. As demonstrated in

ii Reference 33 this effective delay In the ALT otbitar played an Important
* ~role in the pilot induced oscillation encountered In Free Flght 5

during the approach and lauiding sequence. This and sivilar instances in

advanced fighters, which are also ROB aircraft# have caused a great deal
of emphasis to be placed on the effects of such delays.

While the flying qualities problem which may arise from excessive[ effective delay time are quite wall understood, the quantitative picture
is still clouded. The existing mill~tary specification, IIIL-P-8785C

.*~ (Reference 30) puts forth requirements for allowable time delays as a

function of flying qualities levels. These are shown in Figure 25. It
could be argued that Level 3 of the N~IL-Spec borders on the unsafe and

that the lover ranges of Level 2 require excessive pilot workloed to

accomplish even indifferent results and thus are mnarginelly safe at

best,, The origins of the time delay requiresients of Reference 30 are

not well documented and these bounds were set up~ shortly after the basic

problmw were perceived to be a critical 1"*%t,

On the other hand, Reference 34 shove the boundaries fron data

developed for approaches and landing using the MAi DFR PO1 DFW *IT~

plane. The high stress and low stress bounds depav4 on task precisoon.
If Cooper-Hlarper rotings of 6-1/2 ane taken as ean -w 0r liitt thee the
high setrs boundary would fadicate that delay time. &=@*~at Iea. tha"

0.22 see mftbt be penrmIsbles, On the other hando, it wAut be recogaised

11 ~that delay timi cannot be viewed as an .a~coupled satity. Istead, It is

~ ~' intrInsicaily cooans tea with other flying quality mttetr ics aueb a
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tine. A system with a short rise time can surely atccomodate more delay

than a system with a longer riot timaW Both time delay and rise time

affect the attainable bandwidth of piloted control. This is recognized

as one of the alternate specification factors In Reference 17.

Effective time delay, like most of the other issues raised In this

study, ise not specifically addressed Ini the FARao It is unquestionably

an important factor in the safety of operation of aircraft, especially

in critical conditions which can be obtained during approach and landing

and potentially other precision path control circumstances. The rise of

heavily augmented aircraft makes effective time delays more important

because of the tendency already cited for theme aircraft to have values

larger than on conventional airplanes. It is especially important in

-'mo connection with delay time, as in most of the other flying quality

issues brought up in this report. that precision control with ju~
Istress or high urmnecy. conditions be emphasized from the standpoint of

operational safety. A very large time delay could be accommodated if

I the aircraft is lined up well out on final approach and no urgent cor-

rection to required or extreme disturbance is presents

,.-. ......
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The primary thrust In this study has been to delineate and distin-
guish butwen the characteristics of so-callad convantional aircraft JAnd

those aircraft of th* future which may be equipped with high-authority
oesential stability auguentation systems. 1iu key distinction sought

had been those which might effect the flying qualities in precision high

workload potentially critical conditions there flying qualities per as

I ~ have their major impact on flight safety, To this end we have focused

on those critical highest workload pilot/aircraft closed-loop operations

which fnvolve precision path control in the presence of unfavorable

environmental conditions such as low visibility approaches and landings

and turbulence and shear. The pilot's stress ic thus at a high level,

and pilot attention and gain levels will exhibit a coaparable degree of

urgency. Using tasks of this nature and an exemplary flight control['U . ~system and generic RSS transport configuration, the following points (~
have been demonstrated.

SAircraf t which are augmented at the exasntial lavel meat
be controllable throughout a&d after the failure tranmil-
tion(s)* The aircraf t-alone and tranitional dynamics
required in this connection are not currently well
defined., An oversimplified and not too wall oupported
criterion requirlea any aircraft divergence to have Utse-
to-double aaplitudes greater theni 6 sac ptovides a atop
gap value. Additional research, which includes crew
funetions and behavior In takeover and recovary during
the failure tranisitioual phasesto isbdly needed.

The Path/attitude lag,) seasur*4 by the aircraft tine can-
stdat To , is the sawe f or both heavily euomeuee and con'-

~< i:;: V~tnionaz aircraft (only elevator control is preset).

9 Tim pitch attituda characteristics aer important bot-h for
their oan asake t attitude control task. and as *a adjunct
Ivner loop In path control tasks*

.~..-.'ABC
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and for, heavily ot-$VP4 &u1fi in

0 The governing perlamter* to shot uter p-Itdfi1 att'tude

dependent on the airplane lift curve dloo' ~itdtic *
etc., whereas the governing para~tetsr for e heavily sua-
munted aircraft do#** on coatrol sjW04 "dud) alreidt" "rM
face effectiveness .sgatitiass. That Yh~a. the ehmvt term
pitch transfer function charactersties have the 'saoe form,
the q__nuati!ies wthin &t~jhieLtan Cal J&"A~gtUA W. ffr

Sboth in kind aa4, 4n quantitatimae dtgvee%4' * Existing flying quality data and criter`I A'VA6d an e66ven-
tional aircraft may uct be directly o~pglrcible to, ei*Wo-
augmented aircraft and only partially applicable at bost

,~, j *to heavily augmented aircraft. *thus'! flying quality con-i
siderations based on many years of eLpeisuce, much dota
and attempts to develop understanding, cannot necessarily
be used by analogy for heavily augmen~tod future alittraft.

0 The experimental data base for highly augmented aircraft
~/I is very *parse. Applicable data that do exist indicate

a ~that superauguented end, heavily augmented aircraft S~
exhibit &o_2d Uv~in avaAltley-and hence safe operations.

* The FARs were constructed in am era where the distinctions
drawn in this study between heavily augenated and conven-
tional aircraft were unknova. With sawn #Vecial interpre-
tations and/or modifications, the FA14s con ha adjusted to
acco~omoate the uew technologies and now flight coantrol
forms.

* There exists insufficient data at presant to resolve fly-
ing qualities and safety issue* assoc~ated ulth

~ ~' - Aircraft pitch attitude lead# T., dIfferent from
flight path lag T02

- Short period dyucamis ludepedwt of static
miargiu
Neutral speed tcabiiity l pitc ascaoin

* ~attitude hold systems

U Lrger ef fective time delays In tkA control
system



SThe detailed swechatatloatos natuwe of the augmentation
system 144roducas specife ua"$ effects Wbich hase
potential bipact on piloted control and sugmenttion

I ! importan~effetvas an ytamcuet convaxteninlapaas ee lugqai-(

Ingeneral, the priaary conclusion of this study 10 that heavily
augmented aircraft have flight characteristics which differ In several

with a Origid cof autn of~ri flhacret F sO t hu~gie fother vanyth
adanced ytems andeee offeraumna ptrramseto sane o ha edc

*aey At prosnto Insruf~ficen data ~existsito resle all th to es

deelopved the ke Isues Idenified#a ad thc goveatd vatin pawer-

Otline of to Interim flight test Sul/M forcheafvly-u~
qualwatie and seafpoty' aouircraftou

A on fdpatnfrbthSnVl.d oerht

molv th Isue#raisd 4d a Meemwieraion pe

tinon to a-tfcf1h oto/S icatfyU

quliie sad- saet Cowdrai
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A model of a hypothetical hPUigh LKAei jet tisasport with relaxed

static stability was generated and used as a basis for some of the

fyi j preceding analysis. This generic transport w"as basae in part on two RSS

designs from the NASA/Langley Energy Efficieat ?ranaport study.

* The Lockheed L-jMl-RE (Ref. 18., which has a
C 38 percent reduction in horizontal tail, area

4, compared to the cotnventionaL L-11011. This destign
is considered ready for flight test.

I, * The Booing IAAC, (Ref. 12), design in which the

wing is further forward an the fusel-age and the
horizontal tail area ii reduced 42 percent
compared to a conventional baseline aircraft of
comparable specifications.

The generic RSS transport develop~d here ts t wide-body hIgh

cnbsonic Jet transport with an all-moving h'w)izontal tail. Uata wvrt.

1 tgenerated for two flight conditione a) Sea level approach at

(. iV~tu id b,) 38,000 ft cruise at Math 0.174. The horitontal i

i Iare* %oas reduced 40 percent writh respect to a raiei-eaco 'oavent tonal

design with the tail length 'held fixed. The narodynmaaic co-efficie'nrs

* ~t--were corrected for the tail ares roductioiA. C, andCmt were
..- s~. jsnueed do-ama ted by the tail and reduced 40 prerent comp)sard to the

conventional baselinc. Small tail correctioas wereande ivn the IittI derivatives, but effects o drag stability c4erivacivni vere, neglected.
%No uetght chances tere uade, and the of iect~a of e-g. location on the

Iderivatives were neoglected except f or Gqt Trvaofe f v~i ict vS

for 6H. u, and wt includin coupling nuv~rt'4roe, were Senerat*d from

the. STI Airframe Tcansfer L'unction progrw* (AYI') for "~ro~ach *Rd

cruise at values correepondioa to 4-5, 0td-5 X_ rstati zargiua.

The mcode*l parsamterm are tabulated in Tt±,e A-i sad the %traasfer
V - functions are tabulated in Table A-2.
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T43LE A-I. GENERIC RSS TM~SFOD.¶T "~EL PAVATW~

FLIGHT CONDITION ~ STATIC

c ft 24 2

sft 2  3,4603,6

o f ps 230 230

h ft 0 I 38,000

W 300,000 300,000

ly e)ug-ft 2  12 x 106 12 x 1

I L 1838 0.523c

I IC ~ rad'l 5.88 5.16

cI, rad1  -3-30 -3.80

radAi -10.6 -10.5

I D 0.21 0.0355

Irad- 0.842 0.573

CD6  0 0x

c~ a~ 0.96 0.82
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fV i - - - •- -LI t ___1_____S_'I'

TABLE A-1- XC0OiLUDE-D)

VLXGIHT 431MITION SIATIC
APPRUO H CRIS €MrIs-

c; -2.30 -1,369

G ad -. 294 -. 258
0 0 0

.294 .258 -Sze

xu -0.0427 -0.00749

sec 1  0.0546 -0.00429

Zu seec 1  -0.280 -0.1029

Z' sec- 1  0 0

Ssec- -0.619 -0.446

m (ft-sec)- 0 0

• H• (ft-sec)-I -. 0.000326 -.0.000102

M ,' H, sec"1 -0.241 -0.202

X6 H ft/rad sec 2  0 0

ft/rad sec 2  -22.4 -50.4

6 ,H l/rad sec 2  -1.00 -1.94

-0.128 -00296 +52

sec-2 0 0 0
0.128 0.296 -5
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